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Guest Editorial

Continuous Manufacturing at Johnson
Matthey For Pharmaceutical Applications
The productivity and efficiency of continuous
manufacturing have long been exploited for
benefit in bulk chemical production applications.
For decades chemical manufacturers have put
continuous manufacturing processes to good
use, producing millions of metric tonnes annually
utilising a relatively small manufacturing footprint.
Often tens of per cent of the global production
of large volume products are processed through
only one or a few facilities.
In years past, drug manufacturing has been
done exclusively via batch processing methods.
In fact, until recently, no commercialised drugs
were produced with continuous manufacturing
methods. Over the past fifteen years, some
pharmaceutical groups have begun to explore the
potential for employing continuous manufacturing
methods in drug manufacturing. And in the past
three years, those efforts have begun to accelerate
with the deployment of continuous manufacturing
methods across the pharmaceutical industry
increasing rapidly. The majority of the top 20
large pharmaceutical companies now have
programmes ongoing in the area ranging from
early-stage exploratory research to full-scale
transformation of commercial processes. Eli Lilly
and Company, for example, has recently made a
US$40 million investment to build a continuous
manufacturing facility at its Kinsale, Ireland
manufacturing plant.

Drivers for Adoption
One of the historical factors that have
contributed to the slower adoption of continuous
manufacturing in the pharmaceutical industry
has been uncertainty around the regulatory
pathways for approval by the authorities. All
commercialised drugs must be manufactured
by a process which the regulatory authorities
have approved. Recently, the tide here has
148

begun to change. The best evidence of this are
two recent US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) approvals for drugs employing continuous
manufacturing processes. In 2015 Vertex
Pharmaceuticals Inc received approval from
the FDA for its cystic fibrosis drug Orkambi®
which employed a continuous manufacturing
process. Later, in 2016, Janssen Pharmaceutica
submitted and received approval for an updated
process for the human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) drug Prezista® utilising a continuous
manufacturing process. At the time Lawrence
Yu, PhD, the FDA’s deputy director of the Office
of Pharmaceutical Quality (OPQ) in the Center
for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER),
wrote on the FDA’s blog: “Although it is not
easy for drug manufacturers to transition from
batch to continuous manufacturing, there are
significant rewards. FDA encourages others in
the pharmaceutical industry to consider similar
efforts” (1). While these words were indicative
of the agency’s warming to the prospect of
continuous manufacturing in the production of
drugs, an official guidance document from the
FDA was absent. Such guidance documents
are the chapter and verse against which
pharmaceutical companies are measured in
regulatory approvals. In February of 2019,
a Draft Guidance for Industry on the Quality
Considerations for Continuous Manufacturing
was issued by the FDA (2).
While lower confidence in the acceptance of
continuous manufacturing processes by the
regulatory authorities has historically slowed
adoption by the pharmaceutical industry,
there are other unique factors relating to drug
manufacture that have also played a role.
Primarily these are low production volumes, low
contribution costs of manufacturing relative to
the overall cost of developing, launching, and
marketing a drug and payback periods for the
© 2019 Johnson Matthey
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investment which are truncated by patent life
expiration.
This results in many different drivers for the
adoption of continuous manufacturing in the
pharmaceutical industry compared to bulk chemical
manufacturing. In the pharmaceutical industry
today the drivers to adoption of continuous
manufacturing are speed, scale-flexibility, quality
and safety. While efficiency is important, the
tradeoff for speed and flexibility is more important.
With first-to-market pressures always looming,
companies have strong motivation to develop a
manufacturing process as quickly as possible.
One of the unique attributes of continuous
manufacturing is its ability to deliver product at
a variable scale with consistent quality. Increases
in production scale of one, two and even three
orders of magnitude can be supported by either
scaling up the continuous manufacturing process
or numbering‑up the continuous manufacturing
production units. These sorts of production
increases are becoming very common in the life of
new pharmaceutical products. Often new products
are developed for an initial therapeutic indication,
one which has fewer treatments available
for instance but may have a smaller patient
population, and later the drug is expanded to other
much larger indications. This can mean a drug
launches with an annual volume requirement of
50 kilograms per year yet within one to two years,
if the next indications are successful, the volume
requirements can increase to 5 metric tonnes per
year. Regulatory requirements mandate that the
quality profile of the active ingredient be the same
regardless. Thus, there are strong motivations to
keep the manufacturing process the same and
continuous manufacturing lends itself well to this.

Collaborating for Continuous
Johnson Matthey has adopted the use of continuous
manufacturing in the products it produces for the
pharmaceutical and medical industry and in the
services it provides to pharmaceutical companies.
In addition, in September of 2017 Johnson Matthey
created a partnership with a Massachusetts
based company named Snapdragon Chemistry
Inc which was spun out of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) to focus on the
design of continuous manufacturing processes
for application in the pharmaceutical industry.
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Through that relationship, we can combine
Snapdragon’s early stage data-rich platform for
chemical route scouting and design with Johnson
Matthey’s expertise in process development, scale
up and manufacturing according to current good
manufacturing practices (cGMP).
The Snapdragon laboratories are near to
Johnson Matthey’s Devens, MA facility where we
have development laboratories, kilogram-scale
laboratories and a GMP manufacturing plant. This
is where we do most of the development work for
the pharmaceutical sector. The proximity allows for
optimal interaction with our staff spending time at
Snapdragon’s facility and its staff spending time
at our facility while we are working together on a
project.
We have applied continuous manufacturing to
multiple projects together and have just kicked off
a new project. We also have a pipeline of the next
opportunities we are discussing with customers.
It’s an exciting time as the pharmaceutical market
moves toward wholescale adoption of innovation
in the way drugs are manufactured, including via
continuous manufacturing. It is yet unclear just
how different drug manufacturing in the future
will look to today, but one thing seems clear: that
continuous manufacturing will play an important
part in the transformation. We are very excited for
Johnson Matthey to be part of this evolution.

GARRETT DILLEY
Global Commercial Senior Director
Johnson Matthey, 25 Patton Road, Devens, 01434,
Massachusetts, USA
Email: garrett.dilley@jmusa.com
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In the Lab

Multiphase Continuous Flow Reactors for the
Synthesis of Molecules and Materials
Johnson Matthey Technology Review features new laboratory research

Saif A. Khan is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular
Engineering at the National University of Singapore
(NUS). He is a chemical engineer by training and
his research spans the areas of chemical reaction
engineering, microfluidics, micro- and mesoscale
flow reactors and their applications in chemistry
and materials science. His research group at NUS
develops new microfluidics-based ‘factories’ for
the continuous manufacture of pharmaceuticals
and advanced materials in collaboration with
several industrial partners worldwide, including
GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), UK; Pfizer, USA and
Johnson Matthey, UK. He has also co-founded two
start-up companies focused on advanced materials
manufacture and ophthalmic drug delivery
respectively. He serves as a Scientific Editor for the
Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) journal Reaction
Chemistry and Engineering and on the Editorial
Board of the American Institute of Physics (AIP)
journal Biomicrofluidics.

About the Research
Multiphase reactions, which involve reactants in
more than one fluid phase (often accompanied
by a homogeneous or heterogeneous catalyst),
are ubiquitous in the petrochemical, fine chemical
and pharmaceutical industries. Reactions such
as hydrogenation and oxidation are mainstays
in the manufacture of valuable molecules or
intermediates. There is also an increasing interest
in multiphase reactions promoted by visible light
photocatalysis. These reactions typically involve
a strong interplay between physical transport
processes, such as the transfer of molecules
across fluid phases or heat dissipation and intrinsic
chemical rate processes. As a result, the rates of
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Biomolecular Engineering
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industrial processes are often limited by heat and
mass transport, especially in batch reactors used
in the fine chemical and pharmaceutical industries.
Aggressive process conditions (such as high
temperatures and pressures) are typically required
to achieve viable productivity.
Milli- or mesoscale multiphase flow reactors, in
which the characteristic transverse dimension of
the reactor is in the 1–5 mm range (with lengths
ranging from 0.1 m to >10 m), offer an exciting
alternative to these challenges, especially for
industries that produce low-volume and high-value
materials. Such reactors offer the benefits of
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a triphasic segmented flow reactor for the continuous synthesis of catalytically active
palladium nanoparticles at the ~10 l day–1 scale – Adapted from (3) by permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry

highly controlled multiphase flow patterns and
tremendously intensified transport processes, while
also allowing production of valuable molecules and
materials at the kilograms per day scale with a
desktop footprint.
Researchers at Khan Lab are actively engaged in
the design and prototyping of multiphase continuous
flow reactors and processes for the synthesis of
molecules and materials ranging from catalytic
nanoparticles to molecular drug crystals. For
example, triphasic segmented flow reactors have
been developed for highly intensified hydrogenations
under ambient conditions with the use of a colloidal
metal catalyst (1). A proof of concept eight-fold
parallelised system with complete catalyst recovery
and recycle has also been demonstrated (2). This
reactor concept has been recently deployed for the
robust, non-fouling synthesis of catalytically active
palladium nanoparticles at the 10 l day–1 scale,
in a collaborative project with Johnson Matthey
(see Figure 1) (3). This reaction is particularly
challenging to control in a conventional flow reactor,
given the aggressive reagent (sodium borohydride)
used to reduce the aqueous palladium precursor
solution; uncontrolled evolution of hydrogen gas
typically leads to severe reactor fouling. The highly
intensified mass transport in the triphasic flow reactor
allows the rapid mixing of reagents and removal of
evolved hydrogen gas into co-flowing nitrogen ‘sink’
bubbles, thereby preventing outgassing and fouling.
In addition to flow chemistry, methods for the
controlled continuous production of microscale solid
particles, such as drug products or intermediates,
are also a strong focus of research interest at Khan
Lab; recent demonstrations in this area include a
continuous emulsions to particles process for the
production of spherical crystalline drug materials
or composites, in collaboration with GSK (4, 5).
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Other ongoing projects at Khan Lab include:
(a) the development of small-scale reactor
systems that allow effective deconvolution of
physical and chemical rate processes, thereby
enabling the measurement of kinetic data for
intrinsically fast multiphase reactions; (b) the
design of novel photocatalytic flow reactors that
intensify photon flux in light-limited scenarios; and
(c) the combination of high throughput microfluidic
materials synthesis and machine learning methods
to map and learn patterns in complex, nonequilibrium materials synthesis spaces.
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In the Lab

Bespoke Green Nanomaterials: Discovery,
Design, Applications and Manufacture
Johnson Matthey Technology Review features new laboratory research

Siddharth Patwardhan, a chemical engineer and
materials chemist, currently leads the Green
Nanomaterials Research group with a vision to
develop sustainable, scalable and economical
routes to functional nanostructured materials.
He has experience of sustainable routes to
nanomaterials for engineering and biomedical
applications. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Chemistry, UK, and the Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council, UK, and is leading a
number of projects on the development of green
manufacturing routes to functional nanomaterials,
for example energy storage materials. He has
published over 70 papers.

About the Research
1. “Green” Nanomaterials
Green chemistry has started to see impact
on organic chemistry, where researchers have
effectively utilised and embedded some of the
12 principles of green chemistry in designing
processes. The total global production of all types
of nanomaterials is of the order of several million
tonnes per annum, with a global market worth
US$3.4 billion, which is enjoying a continuous
growth. The applications of nanomaterials span
across many areas such as catalysis, coatings,
fillers, cosmetics, clothing, healthcare and water
treatment. However, nanomaterials have not
received much attention in terms of making their
production sustainable and green. Traditional
methods for nanomaterials production are
environmentally damaging because they produce
thousands of kilograms of waste per kilogram of
product and their manufacturing is generally >1000
times more wasteful than that of bulk chemicals.
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Given this harsh reality, our aim is to invent green
routes to functional nanomaterials that are suitable
for a range of applications.

2. Current Methods and their
Challenges
Current nanomaterials manufacturing methods
suffer from many problems leading to high costs,
an extremely adverse environmental impact (for
example hazardous waste) and unsustainable
production. At present, nanomaterials are
manufactured using top-down (lithography, milling

© 2019 Johnson Matthey
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and etching) or bottom-up (vapour deposition,
sol-gel, precipitation, pyrolysis, solvothermal)
approaches. Top-down approaches predominate
current manufacturing processes for nanomaterials.
Bottom-up approaches, used in electronics, are
promising and are known to precisely control
properties of nanomaterials, but they also suffer
from various issues such as high consumption
of water and energy, poor materials utilisation
efficiencies, need for ultrapure reagents and use
or production of toxic or hazardous chemicals.
These issues clearly stress the urgent need for
developing fundamentally new production methods
for nanomaterials that are green and sustainable.

3. Bioinspired Green Nanomaterials
Biology, via biomineralisation, produces large
quantities of sophisticated and hierarchically
organised nanostructured biominerals under mild
conditions. Harnessing this biological approach to
develop routes for producing bespoke nanomaterials
has exciting prospects and it encompasses most
of the 12 principles of green chemistry. We have
developed a fully synthetic approach where the
use of cheaper synthetic molecules inspired from
biology (called ‘additives’) has been introduced to
establish bioinspired green synthesis (Figure 1).
Until recently, such syntheses were limited to
simple systems where the additives (for example

citric acid or tea extracts) acted as reducing
agents in the synthesis of metal nanoparticles
and the reaction schemes were straightforward
(for example gold and silver). However, the vast
majority of functional nanomaterials such as
metal oxides and ceramics follow more complex
reaction pathways which include cluster formation,
aggregation, self-assembly, polymerisation and so
on. We have extensively investigated bioinspired
synthesis of such complex nanomaterials (for
example silica) at laboratory scales using synthetic
additives (Figure 2).
Our proposed process takes only 1–5 min,
operates at room temperature in water, produces
almost no waste, yet provides superior control
of product properties. In contrast, for example,
traditional syntheses of mesoporous silica suffer
seriously from a range of issues such as the use
of toxic precursors, long synthesis (2–6 days),
requirement of hydrothermal conditions and
extremes of pH. The key benefits of our method
are as follows:
• A rapid process (takes only minutes), operates
at room temperature and in water
• It is a one-step route, with substantial
reductions in time and energy usage
• A mild and facile processing using nonhazardous chemicals
• It offers superior control for producing tailored
materials for the desired application.

Biomolecules

(a)
Si

(c)

(b)

Bioinspired
additive

Recycled additive

Fig. 1. (a) Learning from biomolecules responsible for biological mineral formation; (b) synthetic bioinspired
additives have been developed, which facilitate the rapid formation of silica under mild conditions; (c)
these additives can be removed using conventional methods or a recently developed, room temperature
purification, which allows the reuse of the additive, yet producing pure porous silica (1) CC-BY
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

2 µm

50 nm

500 nm

1 µm

Fig. 2. Representative examples of nanomaterials produced using a bioinspired approach. (a) Spherical
nanoparticles synthesised using poly-arginine additive. Reprinted by permission from Springer (2),
Copyright 2003; (b) a TEM showing the internal porous structures of nanoparticles; (c) poly-lysine
mediated hexagonal plates of silica (3) Copyright (2006) American Chemical Society; (d) bioinspired
method used to develop functional coatings on surfaces. Reprinted with permission from (4). Copyright
(2007) American Chemical Society

This method is applicable to a wide range of
nanomaterials and to date over 50 materials have
been produced using a bioinspired green synthesis.
Ultimately, our aim is to develop processes that
will help reduce environmental burden from
nanomaterials, yet without compromising on
their utilisation. One of the areas of expertise we
have in the group is to undertake the synthesis of
bespoke nanomaterials using biologically inspired
green routes in order to design novel materials for
a range of applications.

4. From Lab to Manufacturing
In order to make this new method accessible and
impactful, we have started designing scale-up
strategies. We have taken a systematic approach
in terms of both process scale-up and process
intensification, as summarised next. We performed
a techno-economic analysis of our method in order

(a)

to assess the economic feasibility. The results
show that using our green methods can reduce
the energy usage of the reaction step by ~95%
when compared with a traditional process and the
‘green’ nanomaterials (GN) would cost the same
as the lowest grade commercial counterparts, yet
provide significantly better quality and properties.
This is promising and supported further
development work.
We performed a number of scalability assessments
of our method next (Figure 3). Initially, the synthesis
was carried out in laboratory-scale continuous flow
reactors (at small scale: 10–50 ml). Constantly
learning from the results and refining the process,
we have increased the scale from a few millilitres
to 1 l, 5 l and reaching 40 l. The process seems to
work in both batch and continuous mode in tank and
tubular reactors. Key learning from these scale-up
trials include that the method is readily scalable and
the recoverable yield does not change with scale.

(b)

1000 l
10 l
1 ml

100 ml

1l

Silicate

HCl

Additive

Reactor
pH 7

Mild
acidification
pH 7 → 2

Filter/drying
85 ºC
Pure, porous silica

Fig. 3. (a) Pictorial representation of our scale-up journey from 2 ml – 40 l scale; (b) the new purification
method developed is show as a block flow diagram, adapted from (5)
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However, as expected, we noticed that transport
properties, in particular mixing, significantly
affected the materials' properties. We are currently
developing models and design rules for enabling
larger scale production of the bioinspired method,
without compromising materials' properties.
We have also focused on some aspects of
downstream processing, in particular, purification
of the products. In order to render porosity and
purity for organic-mediated synthesis, calcination
was typically used. However, it is prohibitively
energy intensive. Solvent reflux forms an
alternative, but it is not always effective, hard to
transfer between systems and energy intensive as
it requires solvent reflux. This creates economic
barriers to commercialisation and hence prohibits
industrialisation. In order to address these
issues, we have now invented a new method for
purification, which involves mild acidification and
operates at room temperature and takes a few
minutes (Figure 3(b), (5)). This new method
allows a complete removal of organics, with an
added possibility of composition and porosity
control. Given that this is a non-destructive method,
>90% water and additive can be recycled, further
improving the sustainability and economics.

5. Applications
We have demonstrated the potential of green
methods by applying them to the synthesis of a
range of nanomaterials as well as testing them in
real-life applications. The focus is on increasing
technology readiness level (TRL) and delivering

By tailoring the porosity and chemical functionality,
we have designed GN for removal of pollutants from
air and water via selective adsorption. Examples
include the removal of formaldehyde and volatile
organic chemicals from polluted air, in particular,
indoor environments. In addition to being scalable
and cheaper, these sorbents have better capacity
and reusability compared to their commercial
counterparts. Similarly, by incorporating specific
functionality such as organic or inorganic ligands,
we are able to remove water pollutants, for example
arsenic or organic dyes (Figure 4(a)).

5.2 Biomedical Applications
We have exploited the benign nature of the
synthesis for development of new drug delivery
systems (DDS) via in situ encapsulation. We have
further assessed their biocompatibility and toxicity.
There are a number of nanomaterials-based DDS
studied in labs, including one of the most promising
candidates – mesoporous silica. However, there are
no silica based DDS on the market, despite their
promise 18 years ago, due to their unsustainable,
uneconomical and energy intensive synthesis. In
GN-based DDS, the drug loading and release can
be controlled by formulation chemistry, in particular
by modulating drug-additive interactions. As shown

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Langmuir
Freundlich
Langmuir
qm = a = 69.64
b = 0.09
R2 = 0.98

0

10

(c)

1.5

Freundlich
Kf = a = 14.84
n = 1/b = 2.81
R2 = 0.99

20 30 40
Ce, µg g–1

50

Drug released,
mg 10 mg–1 silica

Dye polluted
water

5.1 Environmental Engineering

(b)

qe, µg g–1

(a)

technologies that are ready for commercialisation.
Currently, we are developing GN for a number of
sectors as shown in Figure 4 and outlined below.

1.2
0.9
0.6
0.3
0.0

Fe@silica
catalyst
5

6

7

8

9 MCM-41

Synthesis pH

Fig. 4. Applications of GN in: (a) selectively removing pollutants from contaminated water (or air) via
adsorption (6) Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry; (b) drug delivery systems (7). Copyright (2016)
American Chemical Society, reproduced by permission; (c) developing catalysts such as iron supported on
porous silica for Fischer Tropsch synthesis
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in Figure 4(b), GN show dramatic improvement
in drug release performance when compared to a
mesoporous silica benchmark. Further, through a
number of assessments, we have shown that GN are
far more biocompatible than other nanomaterials,
thus becoming promising candidates for DDS.

5.3 Catalysts and Biocatalysts
Further utilising the benefits of the mild synthesis, we
have been able to immobilise a range of metals (gold,
iron, palladium) or enzymes (lipase, anhydrase,
peroxidase, invertase) on GN (Figure 4(c)), which
have great potential for Fischer-Tropsch synthesis,
catalytic reduction, C-C coupling reactions of
pharmaceutical relevance and hydrolysis reactions
for biofuels or chemical feedstock production and
beyond. Again, the ability to tune the synthesis in
order to tailor materials properties as well as a onestep method provides significant benefits.

5.4 Energy Materials
The bioinspired methods have been applied to design
novel materials for energy storage and carbon
capture applications. For example, combining
the sustainable and economical attributes of the
bioinspired method provides great potential to
develop materials technologies for next generation
electrodes for lithium-ion batteries.

Summary
Learning from biology, we have invented a green
platform technology, with the following features:
• Cheaper than existing processes (less waste,
low energy needs)
• Scalable technology
• Great control over product attributes.
This technology enables the green preparation of
functional materials with wide-ranging engineering
and biomedical applications.
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Introduction
The 10th International Symposium on Continuous
Flow Reactor Technology for Industrial Applications
was held at the Ramada Plaza Milano Hotel
Conference Centre, Milan, Italy from Tuesday 13th
November to Thursday 15th November 2018. The
event had 160 delegate attendees, mostly from
equipment suppliers including: AM Technology, UK;
Chemtrix, The Netherlands; Corning, USA; Ehrfeld
Mikrotechnik, Germany; Flowid, The Netherlands;
HNP Mikrosysteme, Germany; Kaneka Corporation,
Japan; Kobe Steel, Japan; Magritek, New Zealand;
Microinnova Engineering, Austria; Parr Instrument
Company, USA; Syrris, UK; ThalesNano, Hungary;
Uniqsis, UK; Vapourtec, UK and Zaiput Flow
Technologies, USA. There were also attendees
from contract manufacturing organisations (CMOs)
including: Angelini, Italy; Asymchem, USA;
Cambrex, USA; La Mesta Chimie Fine, France;
Snapdragon Chemistry, USA and from academia
including: University of Strathclyde, UK; University
College London, UK; University of Milan, Italy
and University of Bath, UK. Attendees from the
agrochemical, fine chemical and pharmaceutical
industries were also present, including: Syngenta,
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Switzerland; GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), UK and
Merck, USA.
The event was organised by Tekno Scienze
Publisher, Italy and consisted of presentation
sessions, poster, exhibition and networking
sessions and concluded with a roundtable
discussion. There was a large exhibition session.
Most of the exhibitors were reactor based but
other vendors (for example, pumps), analytical
equipment and CMOs were also present.
King Kuok (Mimi) Hii (Imperial College London,
UK) was the Chair for the entire event and this was
unusual in the fact that normally the chairperson
is changed for a different session or theme. This
article includes a short summary of the talks and
the roundtable discussions.

Progress and Challenges
Alastair Florence (Continuous Manufacturing and
Crystallisation (CMAC), University of Strathclyde,
UK) was the first presenter giving a keynote
talk on ‘Progress and Challenges for Continuous
Manufacturing Research’. He highlighted the
recent talk by Janet Woodcock (US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA), USA) (1) and the
Convention on Pharmaceutical Ingredients (CPhI)
Annual Industry Report 2018 (2). He presented
examples that showed continuous manufacturing
(CM) was becoming more established such as the
FDA approving tablet production on the continuous
manufacturing line at Janssen Pharmaceutica,
Belgium, and mentioning a range of processes:
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wet granulation, roller compaction or direct
compression where CM is used to produce the final
formulated product. He did highlight that although
90% of companies see CM as important, only 17%
see their strategy for continuous as mature. CM is
still at the exploratory stage. The pace is increasing,
the FDA approved 112 new chemical entities (NCEs)
since 2014 and four were approved CM products.
He highlighted the companies which are adopting
continuous (for example GSK (Singapore), Lilly
(Ireland)). The role of data and digital would be
important. His case studies were in the area of
continuous crystallisation where a digital crystalliser
was highlighted using software such as COMSOL
Multiphysics® (COMSOL Inc, Sweden) gPROMS
Formulated Products (Process Systems Enterprise,
UK) and Unity (Unity Technologies, USA). The
opportunities were process simplification and
intensification. The challenges were in reduction
of material and experimental overheads for
development, improvement equipment robustness
and lack of examples of integrated CM for drug
substances.
Laurent Pichon (MEPI, France) gave a talk on the
‘Evolution of the Adoption of Flow Technologies:
Facts and Future’. He showed a slide (Figure 1)
which indicated that between 2008 and 2018
there was a technology push (raising awareness,

curiosity and learning). From 2018 there would
be more industrialisation leading to a market
pull. This looked to be implemented first in
China and India, with Europe, USA and Japan
following. Pharmaceuticals would be leading
the pull followed by specialty chemicals, fine
chemicals (CMO) then agrochemicals and cosmetics
(Figure 2). He highlighted several vendor
technologies: NiTech® Solutions, UK (for example
continuous cooling crystallisation of active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs)); Corning;
CSIRO,
Australia;
Microinnova
Engineering;
Uniqsis; Vapourtec; Syrris (electrochemistry in flow
and Titan being the first turnkey system for large
scale continuous processing with dedicated flow
pumps (250 ml min–1 and 20 bar) and numerous
large volume reactors). The use of continuous for
crystallisation, liquid-liquid or liquid-gas extraction
and filtration was mentioned with several
companies advocating their technology for liquidliquid or liquid-gas extraction. The issues being
addressed for continuous were solid handling, high
viscosity, gas introduction or generation at meso
scale, slow reactions and decision process (culture,
training, speed).
Gerardo de Leon Izeppi (Microinnova) gave a talk
on ‘Economic Driven Technology Selection at Early
Stages of a Project’. He talked about estimation
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of capital costs (capacity factored, parametric
models, equipment factored models) and the
importance of operational costs. His case study
was for a polymer plant (batch vs. continuous
manufacture), where CM would be more profitable
where the biggest savings came from labour costs
and capital costs would have the lowest impact on
the profitability.
Anne Kaaden (Ehrfeld Mikrotechnik) gave a
talk on the ‘Economic Perspective on Micro- and
Millireactors – The Pathway of Being Established
As Process Technology’. Ehrfeld Mikrotechnik
is a spin-out from the Fraunhofer Institute for
Microengineering and Microsystems (IMM, Mainz,
Germany) by Professor Ehrfeld who is a pioneer
in this area. She highlighted the challenges in
implementation of the technology (missing or
unpublished references in production scale) and
used the lighthouse project as a reference. This
is a millireactor in production for which Ehrfeld
Mikrotechnik designed, manufactured and supplied
a Miprowa® production reactor for Shaoxing
Eastlake Biochemical, China, with a production
capacity of up to 10,000 tonnes year–1 for a highly
exothermic alkoxylation reaction. The Miprowa®
millireactor has a throughput of about 1 m3 h–1,
has a nominal width of 400 mm, length of 7 m and
contains about 150 rectangular reaction channels
with exchangeable static mixers. The commission
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took place in September 2016 and replaced a
batch process (ca. 20 batch reactors, volume
ca. 50 m3). The advantages were significant:
capacity increase, yield enhancement, higher
product quality, safety enhancement and reduction
of energy consumption and footprint. The reactor
was inspected six months after start-up and no
fouling or sedimentation in the channels or static
mixers was found. The unit has been running in
continuous operation since September 2016.
A recent press release stated that Shaoxing
Eastlake Biochemical has started to implement
two more millireactors of the same size, thus
tripling production capacity at its Shaoxing site to
30,000 tonnes year–1 (4).
Charlotte Wiles (Chemtrix) gave her presentation
on ’10 Years of Flow Chemistry – From an R&D
Concept to Examples of Implementation at an
Industrial Scale’. Ten years ago, microchannel
reactors (10 ml reactors with 100 µm channel
dimensions) were widely used which allowed for
gram to kilogram production under flow conditions.
Scaling up in the early 2000s was proposed by
numbering up reactors which was economically
unfeasible. Chemtrix’s approach therefore was to
increase channel dimensions (100 µm to 1–5 mm)
and maintain the key properties (efficient mixing,
high thermal control and suitable material of
construction). The fundamentals of flow chemistries
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were discussed and the equipment used, for example
LABTRIX® for reaction screening (Suzuki‑Miyaura
cross coupling), PROTRIX® flow reactor for kilogram
scale (for example, Dakin oxidation) and PLANTRIX®
industrial flow reactor (for example nitration, API
and intermediates). For successful implementation
of flow chemistry, she concluded that a cultural
change was needed, management support and
education was required and that a team was required
(for example chemists, chemical engineers, quality
assurance (QA), EHS and regulatory affairs).
Hiroaki Yasukouchi (Kaneka Corporation) gave
a presentation on ‘Continuous Flow Synthesis
for
Pharmaceutical
Intermediates’.
Kaneka
Corporation’s flow reactor facilities are in
Singapore and Japan. He highlighted the use of
phosgene in its flow processes with the associated
enhancement in process safety. Examples
included a chloroformate reaction in flow where
excellent yield was claimed compared with batch
reaction (5). Other examples included synthesis
of pharmaceutical intermediates such as imidapril,
relebactam and solifenacin. A deacylation reaction
in flow with a packed bed system was highlighted
and excellent yield and scale-up processes
were established. In conclusion its flow facilities
were applicable to multi-purpose usage, good
manufacturing practice (GMP) production and
large-scale production.

Process Development
Matthew Bio’s (Snapdragon Chemistry) presentation
was on ‘Automation of Experimentation: Chemical
Process Development in the Era of Industry 4.0’.
He commented that with a batch process, you
design the chemistry to fit the reactor, with flow
you can design the reactor to fit the chemistry. A
key element in moving from laboratory reactors
to productions in flow was analysis (at-line) and
control strategy. He highlighted the importance of
automation. For fast reaction process development,
he used the Matteson reaction as a case study and
showed evidence of how poor mixing can occur
for fast reactions and how to optimise reaction
parameters. Pump pulsation could be a problem in
this respect. He also showed a production reactor
setup which could fit inside a fume cupboard. The
strategy employed was reaction design (route
and reagent, kinetic analysis, heat flow analysis)
to laboratory reactor (optimisation of reactor
and process and characterisation of process) to
production reactor (confirm design space, set
control space for GMP manufacture).
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Flavien
Susanne’s
(GSK)
talk
was
on
‘Industrialisation of Continuous Processes: The
Place of Process Simulation’. Flow chemistry and
continuous processing within GSK has been an
up-and-down adventure over the last ten to fifteen
years. The company spent a lot of time developing
its first flow plant, which was installed about ten
years ago in Stevenage, UK (now the site of one
of GSK’s global R&D hubs). GSK’s first commercial
process came out of that pilot plant and it has built a
lot of expertise there. GSK has made a commitment
to move toward continuous processing, the idea is
to apply as much continuous processing as possible
to new drug filings and thus during the last three
years, GSK has installed a continuous process in
its Global Manufacturing & Supply (GMS) facility
in Singapore, which is now up and running. He
outlined how it was using process simulation by the
use of Dynochem® (Scale-up Systems, Ireland)
for kinetics and process development then Aspen
(Aspen Technology, USA) or gPROMS (Process
Systems Enterprise, UK) and then process design.
A system-based approach was at the centre of its
process development.
Massimo Bertoldi (La Mesta Chimie Fine) spoke
on ‘Flow Chemistry: The Future is Today’. La Mesta
Chimie Fine does multistep organic chemistry for
sophisticated products in markets such as pharma
intermediates and API, agrochemical intermediates,
flavour and fragrances, cosmetics, photography
industry and fine chemicals. The plant in the French
Riviera has a total capacity of 138 m3 batch (plus
a continuous facility). The plant has pilot scale:
100–200 l reactors and industrial manufacturing
scale: 2000–27,000 l batch reactors which are
stainless steel, glass lined or Hastelloy. The reactors
can be operated at high pressure, up to 100 bar
(2000 l) in batch or semi batch. The plant can also
perform distillations (batch, continuous and short
path) in glass lined or stainless vessels, up to 60
plates/1 mbar/250°C. The facility also has filter
dryers (up to 5000 l) filters, centrifuges, dryers
and ovens. It can produce phosgene at 12 kg h–1 in
multipurpose continuous flow workshops (500 l h–1).
A range of organic reactions can be performed
including heterogenous catalytic hydrogenation.
It uses a continuous flow reactor: RAPTOR®
Technology. RAPTOR® is a tubular continuous
agitated reactor, equipped with heating/cooling
jacket and a longitudinal shaft having several
impellers; temperature range (-100°C to 300°C),
pressure (300 bar), heat exchange (150 m2 m–3),
residence time (10 seconds to a few minutes),
flow rate (5–500 l h–1) and stirring (1500 rpm). He
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claimed that RAPTOR® is a plug flow mini-reactor
in different sizes. One version is equivalent to 70
perfectly stirred mini-reactors with reaction mass
moving from one side to the other with the flow.
Heat and mass exchanges are due to the stirring
system: mixing is always the same and does not
change with the rate of introduction nor does
it allow any back flow. Examples of continuous
manufacture
included
mesylate,
isocyanate
decarboxylation and API synthesis.

Reactions in Flow
Elizabeth Farrant (New Path Molecular Research, UK)
gave a talk on ‘Libraries, Screening and Therapeutic
Peptide Synthesis: The Power of Automated Flow
Chemistry’. Peptides are of importance as they play
a role in human physiology. Since 2000 there have
been 28 new non-insulin peptide drugs. As of 2016,
there are more than 50 peptide drugs worldwide
with sales of more than US$1 trillion. She outlined
the challenges and why flow chemistry could be
advantageous. The initial aim of continuous was to
separate steps in the synthesis such as activation
and coupling. She showed the flow system (benchtop unit). The benefits of flow were efficient
synthesis, more control over chemistry and scale
(can be scaled linearly).
Mimi Hii (Imperial College London) stepped in
to replace a keynote speaker and spoke about
‘Homogeneous Catalysis in Flow’. She highlighted
several areas from her research group in the field of
homogeneous catalysis at the interface of organic
and inorganic chemistry. The group is interested in
developing selective catalysts for C–C or C–X bond
formations for organic synthesis. A particular area
of interest was aerobic oxidations in flow where
molecular oxygen is the greenest oxidant for redox
reactions, yet aerobic oxidation is one of the most
challenging to perform with good chemoselectivity,
particularly on an industrial scale. She detailed
several reactions such as a safe, practical and
selective process for the aerobic oxidation of
alcohols to aldehydes and ketones developed
using a ruthenium catalyst in a continuous flow
reactor (6). The reactor was a commercially
available X-CubeTM reactor (ThalesNano) where
the catalyst is loaded in one or two cylindrical
cartridges which can be heated and pressurised.
In a typical experiment, a solution of the alcohol
is pumped to a gas mixer where it was pre-mixed
and saturated with the gaseous reactant (oxygen
or air) before it was passed through the catalyst
bed (6). The product stream can then be collected
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as separate fractions (for single-pass experiments)
or, if desired, re-circulated in continuous flow (low
conversion per pass) until reaction is complete.
A variety of primary and secondary alcohols can
be converted to their corresponding carbonyl
compounds in good yields and excellent selectivity,
with the exception of primary aliphatic alcohols,
which gave only moderate conversions. For certain
reactions, oxygen can be replaced with air without
noticeable decrease in catalyst activity.
Claudio Battilocchio (Syngenta) spoke about
‘Continuous Multistep Processes for the Preparation
of Active Ingredients’. One of the advantages of
using flow chemistry is the reduced risk from using
toxic reagents (particularly if produced in situ
using flow and then consumed in a subsequent
step). Dihaloformaldoximes are highly versatile
and reactive intermediates that can be used to
prepare interesting building blocks for organic
synthesis.
However,
dichloroformaldoximes
were originally classified as warfare agents (for
example, phosgene oxime) and the underlying
toxicity and safety issues make the production and
use on a large scale challenging. He described flow
set-ups using aqueous streams of glyoxylic acid
with hydroxylamine aqueous solution converting
to hydroxyiminoacetic acid. The reaction was
exothermic and so a thermal imaging camera was
used to monitor temperature and design a process
where careful migration of the hazard was achieved
by using internal heat exchangers. He spoke about
the assembly of a fully integrated continuous
process, generating dichloroformaldoximes on
demand. The advantages claimed were: (a) use of
bench-stable starting material feeds; (b) generation
and direct use of highly energetic intermediates;
(c) improved process robustness and reliability over
the batch mode, on a large scale (ca. 100−500 g)
and (d) high productivity, using a small footprint
system, equating to kilogram amounts of product
per day.
Elin Stridfeldt (EnginZyme, Sweden) gave a
presentation on ‘EziGTM – Enabling Flow Applications
in Packed-Bed Reactors for Enzyme Catalysts’.
EnginZyme’s remit was making biocatalysis
suitable for industry. She detailed the advantages
and disadvantages associated with using enzymes
for catalysts in reactions. The immobilisation
(cross-linking, encapsulation, binding to carrier) of
enzymes was attractive but has many limitations
(for instance activity loss, time consuming, not
general for all enzyme types). A simple solution to
immobilise enzymes in industry was required. Its
solution was EziGTM which is used for immobilisation
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of His-taggedTM enzymes, performed in a single
step from cell lysate (intracellular expression) or
cell-free
culture
supernatant
(extracellular
expression). Binding by the His-tag enriches the
enzyme in the immobilisation process and offers
a non-destructive binding which results in high
retention of catalytic activity. The carrier material
is inert and suitable for organic solvents as well
as aqueous media. It also has excellent fluid
properties which minimises diffusion limitations,
to give an effective heterogeneous biocatalyst
which is suitable for use in batch reactions and
flow chemistry applications. The enzyme can be
stripped off and the support reused. Examples were
given where EziGTM-lipase in flow outperforms the
commercially available catalyst (7–10).

Advantages and Challenges of Flow
In a slight change Alessandra Vizza (Corning
Reactor Technologies), Andrea Adamo (Zaiput Flow
Technologies) and Jürgen Kolz (Magritek) spoke
about ‘Integrating Continuous Processes: Reaction,
Separation and Analytics’. The chemical reaction
demonstrated was a biphasic system with a phase
transfer catalyst which integrated Corning’s G1
SiC reactor to allow for a high mixing capacity and
chemical compatibility. The phase separator from
Zaiput Flow Technologies was installed at the outlet
of the G1 reactor to separate the organic phase
from the aqueous phase. A Spinsolve® benchtop
NMR spectrometer from Magritek was then used
on a stop flow mode to quickly analyse the chosen
layer. Within ten seconds, the 1H-NMR spectrum
was obtained which allowed for an accurate
monitoring of the reaction processing.
Wouter Debrouwer (Creaflow, Belgium) talked
about the ‘The HANU-reactor: Development of a
Continuous Flow, Pulsating Plate Photoreactor’. In
recent years photochemistry has seen a revival
thanks to the advent of photoredox catalysis,
development of irradiation sources and continuous
flow reactors. The HANU-reactor is a unidirectional
continuous flow plate reactor equipped with static
mixing elements and is scalable by widening the
process channel. The reactor has a borosilicate or
quartz window and can operate up to 80°C and
10 barg using split and recombine + pulsatile flow.
Case studies for intramolecular [2+2] cycloaddition
(Cookson’s diketone and Paternò‑Büchi) and
thiol‑ene reaction were presented. A pilot scale
version of the HANU-reactor has been installed
at Ajinomoto Bio-Pharma Services in Wetteren,
Belgium. The unit will enable scale-up of
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photochemical processes that were developed
and optimised in the laboratory HANU-reactor.
Full implementation of the pilot reactor in a GMP
environment will follow in 2019.
André H.M. de Vries (InnoSyn, The Netherlands)
gave a talk on ‘Flow Chemistry at Industrial Scale:
Enlarging Operating Windows and Increasing
Productivity’. InnoSyn has a range of innovative
technologies (falling film photoreactor, cryogenics,
continuous flow reactors and mixers, threedimensional (3D) metal printed assets) for
challenging chemistries (catalytic hydrogenations,
catalysed deuterations, enzymatic resolutions,
asymmetric
transformations,
preferential
crystallisations, photochemistry (racemisation of
quaternary carbon centre) and organometallics).
3D printing using a selective laser melting process
produces homogenous metal objects directly
from 3D computer aided design (CAD) data, by
selectively melting fine layers of metal powder with
a laser beam. He showed 3D printed flow reactors
and static mixers with intricate details possible in
mm sized channels giving full flexibility. He gave
several examples (for instance, Matteson reaction)
where flow reactors were used from laboratory to
full scale demonstration.
Jonathan Knight (Cambrex) gave his presentation
on ‘Challenges and Advantages of Moving from
an Industrial Batch Operation to an Industrial
Continuous Flow Operation’. He outlined some
of Cambrex's commercial flow operations such
as nitration (nitrobenzene derivatives), liquidliquid extraction and oxidations using nitric acid.
This was continuous oxidation in a tube reactor
at temperatures up to 200°C and pressure up to
40 bar, capacity 8 tonnes day–1, annual production
2000 tonnes, recycling of NO into dilute nitric
acid and differently substituted aromatics can
be oxidised. He gave details of its mounted
CaMWaveTM KiloLAB Flow Reactor which is a skid
unit which can do temperature up to 200°C,
pressure up to 20 bar, flowrate up to 200 ml min–1,
10 l per single run, classical heating or heating
via microwaves through flow through quartz
glass section in microwave cavity (Figure 3). The
system can be adapted to use a plate reactor and
perform heterogeneous reactions (up to 10 wt%
solids). In-house reactor design was demonstrated
for continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTR) which
had been designed to optimise heat transport,
>30% solids in feed, reaction and product slurry,
handle exothermic reactions generating 5 kW,
high shear mixers both in feed tank and reaction
vessels to ensure homogeneous slurry and high
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Fig. 3. CaMWaveTM KiloLAB reactor

mass and heat transfer and reactor jacket design
for optimised cooling capacity. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) modelling for the intense mixing
in the agitation zone was shown. He gave other
examples of flow operation and companies (for
example Lilly, GSK and Vertex Pharmaceuticals,
USA) who are incorporating continuous into
manufacturing operations.
Akira Matsuoka (Kobe Steel) gave a presentation
on ‘Practical Case Studies on How Large Capacity
Micro Channel Reactor (SMCR®) Promotes
Industrialisation of Flow Chemistry’. Kobe Steel
has a flexible SMCR® demo unit with a processing
volume of 30 ml, channel length 1 m to 3 m, installed
heat exchanger, with an operating temperature
of 200°C and pressure up to 3 MPa for €50k. He
gave examples of rare metal recovery (liquid-liquid
extraction with reduced processing compared to
mixer settler), homogeneous liquid‑liquid reaction
and mentioned gas to liquids for gas-liquid-solid
reactions.
John Tsanaktsidis (CSIRO) gave a presentation
on ’Continuous Heterogeneous Catalysis Using
CSM Technology’. He talked about CSIRO’s facility
for developing flow chemistry solutions for the
chemical manufacturing industry. The capabilities
include
liquid-liquid,
gas-liquid
processes,
catalysis (homogeneous and heterogeneous
processes), solid-liquid (slurry) and downstream
processing. The FloWorks facility will be a 410 m2
industry‑facing facility for flow chemistry due for
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completion by the end of November 2018. The
facility will house up to eight researchers and is
intended to be a collaborative space for chemists
and engineers from academia and industry
to facilitate technology transfer solutions for
continuous chemical manufacturing. The catalytic
static mixer (CSM) technology was shown as a
tubular reactor system with static mixer inserts.
The static mixers were produced using additive
manufacturing techniques and were design
optimised (CFD and engineering fluid dynamics
(EFD)) for surface area, fluid flow (pressure drop)
and heat and mass transfer. The surface morphology
of the static mixers was developed by cold-spray,
electrochemical and chemical coating techniques
(wash-coating, carbonisation). A prototype reactor
was used for continuous hydrogenation showing
selective hydrogenation of vinyl acetate to ethyl
acetate. Nitro reductions were also highlighted,
for example linezolid (first oxazolidinone drug)
leading into the second generation synthesis of
linezolid by Pfizer, USA (11). He showed that no
(or negligible) leaching of the metal from the static
mixer occurred. He showed the combination of
CSM with photocatalysts.
Wouter Stam (Flowid) gave his presentation
showing the ’The benefits of Using SpinPro for
Multiphase Reactions’. The SpinPro Reactor is a
continuous reactor that allows chemical reactions
to take place in seconds in a highly controlled and
safe manner. The claim is that it performs reactions
under process intensified conditions resulting in
high energy and resource efficiency, improved
product quality and flexibility in production and
development. He did emphasise that the SpinPro
Reactor is not to be confused with a ‘thin film
spinning disc reactor’. The SpinPro Reactor is
another type of spinning disc reactor (rotor‑stator
type). Significantly large shear rates in the gasses
and liquid can be induced, which in turn leads
to a much larger interfacial area available for
mass transfer and a higher degree of turbulence
and micro mixing. In addition, the volume of
the reactor is completely filled with liquid. The
SpinPro technology is well suited for multiphase
chemistry, liquid-gas, liquid-liquid or combinations.
Furthermore, it can handle precipitation reactions
and controlled emulsifications.

Integration of Flow
Miguel Gonzalez (Asymchem, USA) gave a talk on ’A
Continuous Journey of Flow Chemistry Integration
into the Global Business of Manufacturing
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Intermediates and API’s’. Asymchem’s chemical
engineering laboratory was set up in 2009, mainly
for flow chemistry research. Its services include
assessment of flow reaction feasibility, design of
prototypes, process definition and optimisation,
equipment design and validation and technology
transfer to production. It has developed different
types of equipment to support a wide range of
reaction types and implemented processes on a
wide range of scales. Flow chemistry capabilities
include ozonolysis/ozonation, reactions with
diazomethane,
nitration,
electrochemistry,
Curtius rearrangement and continuous catalytic
hydrogenation.
A bit of a diversion was supplied by Carsten
Damerau (HNP Mikrosysteme) who gave a talk on
‘Pumps – Enabling Continuous Flow Chemistry’. To
the dismay of the audience he announced that there
was a range of pump types for liquid and gas and
there was no universal pump system that covered
all applications. He showed the consequences of
a pulsating feed producing erratic stoichiometric
conditions in static mixers and capillaries,
unwanted reactions and therefore lower yield of
desired product (12). Selecting a pump with the
lowest pulsatile effects was advocated and the use
of two or more pumps giving hydraulic interaction
was shown. He did give solutions such as flow
meters in a closed loop control. He advocated the
use of micro annular gear pumps of the hermetic
inert series giving high chemical resistance against
oxidising and reducing media, acids and bases.
They are hermetically sealed, long service life,
wear-resistant, ultra-hard materials giving precise
dosage (low pulsation) via rotary micro annular
gear technology with no valves. He illustrated the
use of pumps for feed modules and modular plants
showing the example of a system used by GSK for
an API production system made by Zeton, Canada.
Ernie Hillier (Waters, USA) finished the
presentation session by talking about ’PAT/CM A
10 Year Journey – Starting with Collaboration,
Lessons Learned, Partnerships – Where We Are
Today’. He talked about the development of highpressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) and how
Waters had developed a system to cut analysis
time from about 30 min to <1 min using the
ACQUITY UPLC system. He showed examples of
peptide analysis for HPLC, where analysis time was
reduced and the quality of data was improved using
the UPLC system. For continuous manufacture the
requirements of at-line analysis require fast decision
making. He showed Waters’ PATROL system which
had been employed in a few continuous processes
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in collaboration with Pfizer, Merck and Lilly and
advocated the merits of collaboration.

Round Table Discussion
Oliver Kappe (University of Graz, Austria) led a
round table discussion in the last hour on ’How
has Flow Chemistry Impacted on Chemistry in the
Last 10 Years?’. The panel included the speakers
with questions and comments from the audience.
A recent publication was highlighted: ‘Continuous
Processing in Pharmaceutical API’ which looked at
a survey of pharmaceutical companies and CMOs
(13). There was agreement about the statement
in the article that continuous processing at scale
has primarily been about enabling reaction
chemistry, while postprocessing and analytical
remain in the very early stages of development
and implementation. Digital and process analytical
technology (PAT) were mentioned in this context
as well as auxiliary equipment and supply chain
issues. Data and control systems will be key as
well as standardised systems, i.e. modules within
modules (one pump for one chemistry, change to
another manufacturer for different chemistry, pump
control system must integrate). There were many
stories regarding flow chemistry from the last ten
years with more examples. Companies seem to be
sharing more so there is ‘less competition’, indeed
an example is highlighted above where vendors
are collaborating to produce an overall package for
a customer. Pharmaceutical companies appear to
be using CMOs more (big pharma is risk averse
and CMOs have teams working on continuous).
A big talking point was that many of the realised
industrial processes employing continuous are
based in China, while few were in Europe. This
could be due to factors such as existing assets
and the risk averse nature of the industry. A
discussion point was also training, for example
education for chemists (undergraduate courses
still rely on batch systems for practical training,
can we have continuous examples in synthesis for
undergraduate or graduate chemists?). A theme
that most of the panel agreed with was culture and
integration of skills (education requirement; use
of teams: analytical chemists, organic chemists,
process safety, mechanical and chemical engineers
to work together). The mood of the panel was
optimistic in that the last ten years had seen a
shift towards continuous (flow) and although there
was still learning required, more implementation of
flow (continuous) chemistry by industry would be
realised in the near future.
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Conclusions
The key messages from the event:
• The main key advantage that the speaker(s)
advocated for the use of flow chemistry (or
continuous processing) was environment,
health and safety (EHS). This was emphasised
in the majority of the talks
• The next ten years for flow chemistry is
going to be crucial. There was optimism
that flow is going to happen. A few speakers
mentioned that Woodcock (US FDA) had
recently presented (October 2018) at the
3rd International Symposium on Continuous
Manufacturing
of
Pharmaceuticals
on
‘Modernizing Pharmaceutical Manufacturing:
FDA View’ (1). Her key statement from that talk
was “the technology is available and used in
other sectors and the regulators were on board
and will continue to support”. The CPhI Annual
Industry Report 2018 (published in October
2018) also highlighted in that there was a
“warning to pharma manufacturers that don’t
invest in continuous manufacturing that they
will be forced out of the market” (2)
• There are a few examples of flow in commercial
production. This is more evident in China than
Europe and there was a feeling that the pace
would accelerate if examples from Europe are
publicised. CMOs also commented that they
were sometimes not allowed to publicise the
route (i.e. continuous) by the customer
• Although equipment vendors highlighted their
technology solutions regarding continuous, it
was felt that auxiliary equipment was one of
the factors that hampered implementation (for
example pumps)
• Vendor companies are collaborating (not
competing) in different areas of the process,
playing to strengths i.e. process chemistry in
flow with downstream process in flow.
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Size dependent characterisation is important for
applications in nanoelectromechanical systems
(NEMS), nanogenerators, biosensors and other
related areas at higher temperature regimes. In
this paper we have computed elastic, mechanical,
thermal and ultrasonic properties of zinc oxide
nanowires (ZnO-NWs) of different diameters
at high temperatures. The higher order elastic
constants of ZnO-NWs were computed using a
simple interaction potential model. The mechanical
properties such as bulk modulus, Young’s modulus,
shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio were determined
based on the formulated elastic constants.
Various ultrasonic parameters such as ultrasonic
wave velocities, ultrasonic Grüneisen parameter
and ultrasonic attenuation were obtained with
the help of elastic constants and density. The
temperature dependent ultrasonic wave velocities
propagating along the length of the nanowire at
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different orientations were calculated using elastic
constants to determine anisotropic behaviour. The
diameter dependent ultrasonic losses and thermal
characteristics of ZnO-NWs were also determined.
The ultrasonic attenuation due to the phononviscosity mechanism is predominant for the total
ultrasonic attenuation for ZnO-NWs. The correlation
among the ultrasonic parameters, thermal
conductivity and size of ZnO‑NWs is established
leading to potential industrial applications.

1. Introduction
Semiconductor oxides, especially zinc oxide
nanowires (ZnO-NWs), find their utility because of
their structural, mechanical, electronic and thermal
properties. The large piezoelectricity of ZnO
makes it a suitable candidate for electroacoustic
devices. Thus, the ultrasonic investigation of
wurtzite ZnO-NWs is of great importance. ZnO
is a II–VI compound semiconductor with ionicity
lying at the border between covalent and ionic
semiconductors. Its thermodynamically stable
phase under ambient conditions is of wurtzite
symmetry (B4) and because of its thermal, elastic
and piezoelectric properties in the B4 phase, it is
most suitable for making various electronic devices
such as actuators and sensors (1, 2). Figure 1(a)
shows the hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO
formed due to stacking of ZnO bilayers in the
<001> direction. Each ZnO bilayer consists of Zn2+
and O2– ions stacked in the <001> direction (3).
Figure 1(b) shows the cross-sectional view of
ZnO-NWs which indicates that very few ZnO atoms
lie on the surface of the nanowire in comparison
to the volume (4). In the Schoenflies notation, the
wurtzite phase belongs to the C64ν space group and
in the Hermann-Mauguin notation it is P63mc. The
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Fig. 1. (a) Wurtzite ZnO unit cell; (b) cross-sectional view of ZnO-NWs

size dependent mechanical properties, especially
stress distribution, of ZnO‑NWs are important for
many practical applications.
The Young’s modulus enhancement in atmosphere
has been investigated using a core-shell model to
compare with the model in vacuum (5). Improved
mechanical behaviour of ZnO-NWs was obtained
through embedding various nanowires of different
materials with various cross-sectional models (6).
Another study reveals that Young’s modulus and
fracture strain of ZnO-NWs varies with diameter.
The electric-field induced resonance method
showed that Young’s modulus increases with
decreasing diameter (7). Pan et al. (8) synthesised
single ZnO-NWs with thermal evaporation and
measured the mechanical properties by the
micromanipulator nanoprobe system installed in
the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) chamber.
Different non-linear effects and surface elasticity
were used to explain the elastic response of
the nanostructures. Desai et al. (9) reported
experimental observations on elastic modulus and
fractural strain. The measured value of Young’s
modulus was reported as approximately 21 GPa.
The fracture strain increases with decrease in size
of the nanowire. Roy et al. (10) tested eleven
nanowires of different diameters and reported that
elastic moduli are independent of size variation
whereas the surface defects depends directly on
the diameter. The fracture strength of the nanowire
increases with decrease in diameter. Xu et al.
(11) studied the elastic and failure properties of
ZnO-NWs and revealed that elasticity size effects
occur due to surface stiffness. Size and orientation
dependent elastic response of ZnO nanobelts has
been reported by Kulkarni et al. (12), which shows
the inverse relationship between compressive
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stress and lateral size of nanobelts. Wu et al. (13)
predicted and compared the thermal conductivity
(κ) of wurtzite ZnO with wurtzite gallium nitride
(GaN). They also reported size dependent κ
combining phonon scattering due to anharmonicity
and size effects. Koutu et al. (14) performed a
size and temperature dependent study of ZnO
nanoparticles and advocated their suitability for
applications in nanoelectronic devices, sensors and
transducers. They had also discussed the electrical
and thermal properties of nanoparticles. Kumar
et al. (15) had proposed equations of state based
on molecular dynamics simulation used to study the
isothermal compression and pressure dependence
of bulk modulus of various nanomaterials.
The detail analysis of the elastic and mechanical
behaviour is still required, as the elastic, mechanical
and thermophysical characteristics of nanowires
depends on measurement technique and size, as
well as structural and surface effects respectively.
To broaden the scope of semiconductor oxide
characterisation and applications, we followed an
ultrasonic based investigation method. Ultrasonic
characterisation is popular among various other
characterisation methods because of its nondestructive nature. The ultrasonic velocity is
well related to the structural, elastic parameters
and the density of the material. Information
about the mechanical and anisotropic behaviour
of the material can be obtained via allowing the
ultrasonic wave to propagate through it along
different axes. The observed loss in the energy of
the ultrasonic wave is due to different mechanisms
such as absorption, scattering electron-phonon
interactions
or
phonon-phonon
interactions
during its propagation through the material,
leading to ultrasonic attenuation. The ultrasonic
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attenuation is well correlated with the other
physical parameters. Thus, materials can be
characterised using ultrasonic parameters under
varying physical conditions (16). In this paper,
we describe the temperature and size dependent
theoretical detailed analysis of thermophysical,
mechanical and lattice properties using ultrasonic
theory. Firstly, the second order elastic constants
(SOECs) and third order elastic constants (TOECs)
of ZnO‑NWs were estimated in the temperature
range 100–300 K. Further, these elastic constants
were utilised to estimate various elastic and
mechanical properties, Grüneisen parameter and
ultrasonic velocity. These evaluated parameters
were used to find out the ultrasonic attenuation.
The computed results are discussed in correlation
with available theoretical and experimental data.

2. Theory
2.1 Theoretical Approach for the
Computation of SOECs and TOECs
The chosen material for study i.e. ZnO-NWs has
a hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure. The
determination of elastic constants is an essential
subject to those areas where mechanical stability
and durability is of concern. Also, with the help
of the SOECs and TOECs, the mechanical and
acoustical properties of the material can be
analysed. The elastic energy density (U) in terms
of Lagrangian strain components can be given as
per Equation (i):
U = F(ζ xx , ζ yy , ζ zz , ζ xy , ζ yx , ζ zx )
= F(ζ1, ζ2 , ζ3 , ζ 4 , ζ5 , ζ6 )

(i)

where ζKL(K, L = x, y, z) represents the strain
tensor component and F represents the free energy
density of the material (17). The elastic energy
density of the material is related to the interaction
potential φ(r) defined in terms of constants p0, q0,
m, n and is given as Equation (ii) (18):
φ(r) =

p0

rm

+

q0
rn

(ii)

where p0 and q0 are constants. The value of
r depends on lattice parameters (a, c) of the
hexagonal wurtzite structured material and
represents the position vector for the two atoms
lying above and below the basal plane. The higher
order elastic constants i.e. SOECs (CKL) and TOECs
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(CKLM) for the material in terms of elastic energy
density are given as Equation (iii) (19):

CKLM

∂2U
;
∂ζK ∂ζ L


K, L = 1, 2.....6 


∂3U

=
; K, L, M = 1, 2.....6 
∂ζK ∂ζL ∂ζM
 (iii)

CKL =

The defined elastic constants in Equation (iii)
under symmetric and equilibrium conditions with
interaction potential (Equation (ii)) leads to the
formulation of six SOECs and ten TOECs given as
Equations (iv)–(v) (18, 19):

C11 = 24.1p4C′ C12 = 5.918p4C′ 

C13 = 1.925p6C′ C33 = 3.464p8C′ 

C44 = 2.309p4C′ C66 = 9.851p4C ′
 (iv)
C111 = 126.9p2C″ + 8.853p4C′;
C112 =
C113 =
C123 =
C133 =
C144 =
C222 =
C333 =




19.168p2C″ − 1.61p4C′

4
6

1.924p C″ + 1.155p C′;

4
6
1.617p C″ − 1.155p C′


6
4
3.695p C″ C155 =1.539p C″; 

2.309p4C″ ; C344 = 3.464p6C″

101.039p2C″ + 9.007p4C′;


5.196p8C″
 (v)

where (a, c), p = c/a, χ = nb0 (n – m)/8an+4,
ψ = –χ/6a2(m + n + 6) represent the lattice
parameters, the axial ratio, the harmonic and
anharmonic parameters respectively. Also C’ = χa/p5;
C’’ = ψa3/p3 are constants. The values of χ and ψ
strongly depend on the values of (a, c), positive
values of integers (m, n) and on the value of the
Lennard-Jones parameter (bo) for ZnO-NWs.
SOECs were applied to determine the values
of mechanical parameters such as the Young’s
modulus (Y), the bulk modulus (B), the shear
modulus (G) and the Poisson’s ratio (ν) given as
Equation (vi):
B = [2(C11 + C12 ) + 4C13 + C33 ]/9

G = [C11 + C12 + 2C33 − 4C13


+ 12(C44 + C66 )]/30


−1
−1
Y = 9/(3G +B )


ν = (3G −1 − 2B−1)/(6G −1 − 2B−1)


(vi)
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2.2 Theoretical Approach to
Compute the Ultrasonic Velocity
and Related Parameters
Ultrasonic velocity depends on the SOECs and
density of ZnO-NWs. The ultrasonic velocity helps
to determine the anisotropic behaviour of the
material. Thus, a brief discussion of the ultrasonic
wave propagation in wurtzite ZnO‑NWs is necessary.
The ultrasonic wave velocity in ZnO‑NWs depends
on its stiffness parameter. As the ultrasonic wave
propagates along the length of the NWs, it forms
the three types of velocity: one longitudinal (VL)
and two shear wave velocities (i.e. quasi-shear
(VS1) and shear (VS2)) given by Equations (vii)–(ix)
(20, 21):
VL2 = {C33cos2θ + C11sin2θ + C44
+ {[C11sin2θ − C33cos2θ + C44(cos2θ − sin2θ)]2


+ 4 cos2 θ sin2 θ(C13 + C44 )2}1/2} / 2ρ

(vii)

2
VS1
= {C33cos2θ + C11sin2θ + C44
2

2

− {[C11sin θ − C33cos θ
2

2

2

+ C44(cos θ − sin θ)]

+ 4 cos2θ sin2θ(C13 + C44 )2}1/2} / 2ρ (viii)
2
VS2
= {C44cos2θ + C66sin2θ} / ρ (ix)

Here, θ and ρ are the angle of propagation with
the unique axis of the crystal and the material’s
density respectively. The principal reason for
the ultrasonic attenuation in solids is acoustic
scattering by inhomogeneities in the medium. The
frequencies of thermal phonons are modulated by
ultrasonic waves, which in turn relax toward a new
equilibrium distribution largely by a phonon-phonon
entropy producing process and results in ultrasonic
attenuation of the chosen material. The Akhiezer
loss (α)Akh is the dominant factor to give rise to
considerable ultrasonic attenuation. The Akhiezer
type loss is given by Equation (x) (22, 23):

(α)Akh =
⇒ (α /f 2 )Akh =

ω2τ(DE0 /3)

2ρV3(1+ω2τ2 )
4π 2τ(DE0 /3)

2ρV3(1 + ω2τ2 ) (x)

where ω = 2π f is the angular frequency of the
ultrasonic wave. Here, f is the frequency of the
ultrasonic wave. τ, E0, V represent the thermal
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relaxation time, thermal energy density and the
longitudinal or shear modes ultrasonic velocity
respectively. The acoustic coupling constant
D = 3ΔC/E0 gives the measure of energy
transformation from acoustical to thermal, where
the applied strain causes change in elastic modulus
ΔC, which depends on E0, Grüneisen number (γij ) and
specific heat per unit volume (CV). The deviation in
elastic modulus ΔC is given by Equation (xi):
∆C = 3E0 〈(γij )2 〉 − 〈 γij 〉2 CV T (xi)
j
where Grünesien number γi for ZnO-NWs is a
direct consequence of SOECs and TOECs (24).
As the ultrasonic longitudinal wave propagates
throughout the crystal lattice, it creates a rarefied
and compressed region within the crystal. The flow
of heat energy occurs between these two regions
because of their temperature difference. This flow
of heat energy results in the thermoelastic loss
(25, 26) given by Equation (xii):

(α)Th =

ω2 κT 〈 γij 〉2
2ρVL5

⇒ (α / f 2 )Th =

4π 2 κT 〈 γij 〉2
2ρVL5

(xii)

where κ indicates the thermal conductivity of
the material, T is the absolute temperature.
The thermoelastic loss for the shear mode is
j
insignificant as the average of γi for each direction
of propagation and each mode is zero for the shear
wave. Hence, the thermoelastic loss occurs because
of the variation in entropy of the longitudinal
wave along the direction of propagation. The total
ultrasonic attenuation with respect to square of
frequency is given by Equation (xiii):
(α/f 2 )Total = (α/f 2 )Th + (α/f 2 )Akh.Long
+ (α/f 2 )Akh.Shear

(xiii)

where (α/f2)Akh.Long, (α/f2)Akh.Shear with respect to
square of frequency for longitudinal and shear wave
due to Akhiezer type loss. The re-establishment
time for thermal phonons termed as thermal
relaxation time (τ) is given as Equation (xiv):
τ = τs = τl /2 = 3κ /Cv VD2 (xiv)
Here, VD shows the Debye average velocity, τl and τs
represent relaxation time for the longitudinal wave
and shear wave respectively. The Debye average
velocity (VD) is related to the elastic constants via
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ultrasonic velocities and is defined as Equation (xv)
(16, 26):
1  1
1
1 
VD =   3 + 3 + 3  
 3  v L v s1 v s2  

−1/3

(xv)

where VL is the longitudinal wave velocity, VS1 is
the quasi-shear wave velocity and VS2 is the shear
wave velocity respectively.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Higher Order Elastic Constants
The value of the lattice parameter ‘a’ and ‘c’ for
ZnO-NWs (13) are taken as 3.249 Ångström
(Å) and 5.2068 Å at room temperature (300 K)
respectively. The value of axial ratio (p) obtained
at 300 K is 1.602. The Lennard-Jones parameter
(bo) was determined for minimum system energy
under equilibrium conditions with suitable values of
constants (m = 6, n = 7) and lattice constants. The
obtained value of the Lennard-Jones parameter (bo)
under equilibrium condition is 2.095 × 10–64 erg cm7.
The basal plane distance and axial ratio are not
constant with temperature. The elastic constants
are important parameters to analyse the
mechanical and dynamic behaviour of the ZnO-NWs
relative to the nature of the force acting on it. The
resistance to linear compression along the planar
axis can be measured with the help of SOECs.
The evaluated values of SOECs and TOECs using
Equations (iv) and (v) at different temperatures
are depicted in Table I and Table II respectively
and compared with previously available theoretical
and experimental results at nano and bulk scales.
Higher values of C11 and C33 indicate that for
the chosen material, the compressibility of the
c-axis is higher than that of the a-axis. The large
value of the elastic constant C44 represents its
capacity to oppose monoclinic shear distortion in

the <100> plane. Table II depicts TOECs and the
mechanical parameters i.e. Young’s modulus, bulk
modulus, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the
selected materials as determined using Equations
(v) and (vi). The calculated bulk modulus value
is in good agreement with the values reported by
Xu and Ching (27). The Young’s modulus value for
ZnO-NWs reported in the literature (3) lies within
142–198 GPa which matches with our computation.
The hcp structural Born stability criterion (28):
2
C11 > C12 ;(C11 + C12 ) C13 > 2C13
; C44 > 0; C66 > 0 is
satisfied by the elastic constants, which indicates
the mechanical stability of the ZnO-NWs. Using
SOECs and TOECs, the stress and deformation state
under large stress or strain may be calculated. It is
found that TOECs have negative values.
It is obvious from Table I that the observed
values of SOECs are in good agreement with
results obtained by others (29–32) and hence
our computational method is justified for these
calculations of wurtzite structured nanowires.
However, TOECs values of ZnO-NWs are not
available in the literature therefore the comparison
is not possible. The negative values of TOECs for bulk
ZnO were found based on density functional theory
(DFT) with projector augmented wave (PAW) and
the exchange-correlation functional form proposed
by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PAW-PBE) (33).

3.2 Ultrasonic Velocity and
Thermoacoustic Parameters
The velocity of ultrasonic waves in a semiconductor
depends on the stiffness parameters. The
longitudinal wave propagation through the material
causes compression and rarefaction throughout the
lattice and creates regions of different temperatures.
The orientation dependent ultrasonic velocities
with unique axis (θ) of the crystal i.e. longitudinal,
shear and Debye average velocities of the material
under consideration were determined using
Equations (vii)–(ix) within the temperature range

Table I Second Order Elastic Constants of Zinc Oxide Nanowires in the Temperature Range
100–300 K
Temperature, K

C11, GPa

C12, GPa

C13, GPa

C33, GPa

C44, GPa

C66, GPa

100

211.28

103.76

86.69

200.37

51.99

53.75

200

210.63

103.44

86.40

199.63

51.82

53.59

300

209.86

103.07

86.06

198.77

51.61

53.39

300 (29)

217.00

117.00

121.00

225.00

50.00

50.00

300 (30)

207.00

117.70

106.10

209.50

44.80

44.60

300 (31)

207.00

118.00

106.00

210.00

45.00

–

300 (32)

184.00

93.00

77.00

210.00

56.00

–
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Table II Temperature Dependent Third Order Elastic Constants, Y, B, G and n of Zinc Oxide
Nanowires
Temperature, K

C111,
GPa

C112,
GPa

C113,
GPa

C123,
GPa

C133,
GPa

C344,
GPa

C144,
GPa

C155,
GPa

100

–3445.4

–546.25

–111.19

–141–32

–676.83

–634.52

–164.66

–109.75

200

–3434.7

–544.56

–110.81

–140.84

–674.84

–632.16

–164.10

–109.37

300

–3422.2

–542.58

–110.37

–140.28

–671.41

–629.43

–163.44

–108.94

Temperature, K

C222,
GPa

C333,
GPa

Y, GPa

B, GPa

G, GPa

n

–

–

100

–2726.1

–2444.8

143.48

130.57

54.47

0.3169

–

–

200

–2717.6

–2435.0

143.01

130.14

54.29

0.3169

–

–

300

–2707.7

–2423.6

142.45

129.63

53.69

0.3169

–

–

100–300 K and are shown in Figure 2. It can be
seen that the minima of longitudinal velocity occur
at 35° and maxima of quasi shear velocity occur
at 45° respectively, while shear wave velocity
increases with orientation. This abnormal behaviour
of angle dependencies is because of the integrated
impact of elastic constants and materials density.

As it is clear from Figure 2(d) the VD maxima
occur at 45° with unique axis of the crystal at room
temperature. Since VD depends on VL, VS1, VS2 and
at 45° significant growth in the value of longitudinal,
shear wave velocity is observed while the quasishear wave velocity decreases. Hence, the change
in angle of VD is affected by the respective ultrasonic
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Fig. 2. Temperature and angle dependent variation of: (a) VL; (b) VS1; (c) VS2; (d) VD
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Table III depicts the values of ultrasonic
velocities, acoustic coupling constants (DL, DS),
thermal energy density (E0) and specific heat per
unit volume (CV) within the temperature range
100–300 K. CV and E0 were determined using the
θD/T tables in the “American Institute of Physics
Handbook” (38). It is obvious from Table III that
DL > DS, which indicates that more transformation
of energy (acoustic to thermal) occurs when the
wave propagation is along the length rather than
across the surface of the nanowire.
Figure 3 shows the τ and κ variation with
nanowire diameter at room temperature. The curve
fit analysis indicates that the expression for τ and κ
with the diameter (d) of ZnO-NWs is given by the
polynomial Σ2i = 0Pidi. The size (diameter) dependent
τ values (with the assumption ωτ less than unity)
for the nanowire at different temperatures were

velocities. It shows that when an acoustic wave
propagates at 45° with a unique ZnO-NWs axis
then the average acoustic velocity is maximum.
The longitudinal velocity reported in the literature
(34) of 6.356 × 103 m s–1 is in good agreement
with our computed value of 6.081 × 103 m s–1. The
magnitude of shear wave velocity reported in the
literature (35) is 2.735 × 103 m s–1 at 300 K which
is approximately equal to our computed value. The
nature of the velocities obtained for the nanowire
was found to be very similar to that of III–V group
semiconductor nanowires (19, 36). However, it has
been observed that the ultrasonic wave velocity
in ZnO-NWs is slightly higher than that in indium
nitride nanowires (InN-NWs) (37), which leads
to better elastic and mechanical behaviour in
comparison. Hence our approach to compute the
ultrasonic velocity is justified.

Table III CV, E0, DL, DS and Ultrasonic Velocities of Zinc Oxide Nanowires in the Temperature
Range 100–300 K
CV, 105
E0, 105
–3 –1
Jm K
Jm–3

DL

DS

VL, 103
ms–1

VS1, 103
ms–1

VS2, 103
ms–1

VD, 103
ms–1

100

4.07

1.15

896.86

158.56

6.096

3.024

3.075

3.420

200

10.9

9.04

913.54

153.14

6.089

3.020

3.071

3.416

300

14.1

22.0

922.76

147.53

6.081

3.015

3.067

3.411

65

12

60

11

55

10

50

9

45

40

Thermal conductivity (κ) = –0.86 d2 + 8.32 d + 52.88
Thermal relaxation time (τ) = –0.16 d2 + 1.54 d2 + 9.82

60

80

100

120

140

160

8

Thermal relaxation time, ps

Thermal conductivity, W m–1 K–1

Temperature, K

7
180

Diameter, nm

Fig. 3. Thermal relaxation time and thermal conductivity versus diameter of ZnO-NWs at room temperature
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computed using Equation (xiv) and are given in
Table IV. Thermal conductivities of ZnO-NWs for
different diameters at various temperatures were
obtained from the literature (39). Figure 3 shows
that the variation of τ with diameter follows the
same trend as that of κ, as τ is directly proportional
to κ and inversely proportional to square VD. Thus,
if the ultrasonic wave is propagating along a
unique axis at 45° the re-establishment time for
thermal phonons will be minimum. The order of τ
is picoseconds which shows that after passing the
ultrasonic wave, the thermal phonon distribution
comes back to its equilibrium position in ~10–12 s.
Hence, τ for nanowires of different diameters are
governed by their κ.
The diameter dependent ultrasonic attenuation
(α/f2)Akh for longitudinal and shear waves and
the thermoelastic loss (α/f2)Th of ZnO-NWs were
calculated using Equations (x) and (xii) within
the temperature range 100–300 K and are listed
in Table IV. It is obvious from Table IV that τ
and κ at any temperature increases with the size
of the ZnO-NWs, hence ultrasonic attenuation is
found to increase with temperature and diameter.
The Akhiezer loss (α/f2)Akh in ZnO-NWs is primarily
governed by κ and its thermal energy density. It has
been observed that with increases in temperature
the thermal energy density increases and the
ultrasonic velocity decreases as a result of which the
Akhiezer loss in ZnO-NWs was found to be increasing

with temperature and size of the nanowire.
Therefore, the phonon-viscosity mechanism is the
major cause of ultrasonic attenuation for ZnO-NWs
hence the loss of ultrasonic energy for longitudinal
and shear waves is greater than the loss due to the
thermo relaxation mechanism.
The increase in the diameter of NWs leads to
an increase in mean free phonon paths which in
turn increases the ultrasonic attenuation. Also, it
can be observed from Table IV that as τ and κ
increase with increase in diameter of the ZnO‑NWs,
the ultrasonic attenuation also increases. Thus,
ZnO‑NWs of large diameter have high κ and
large attenuation. This characteristic of ZnO-NWs
reveals that the ultrasonic attenuation and κ in hcp
crystalline semiconductors are closely correlated.
Figure 4 shows the characteristics of temperature
dependent total ultrasonic attenuation for
ZnO‑NWs at different diameters, evaluated using
Equation (xiii). It is clear from Figure 4 that the
total ultrasonic attenuation (α/f2)Total increases with
increase in NWs diameter. A similar phenomenon
has been observed and is presented in Table IV
for τ and κ with variations in NWs diameter at
different temperatures. Therefore, because of the
reduction in κ with increase in temperature, as
depicted in Table IV, total ultrasonic attenuation
is affected and found to increase with temperature
and the diameter of the nanowire. This behaviour
of total ultrasonic attenuation with diameter is

Table IV Temperature Dependent τ, κ, (α/f2)Akh.Long, (α/f2)Akh.Shear and (α/f2)Th of Zinc Oxide
Nanowires for Different Diameters
τ, ps

κ, W m–1 K–1

(α/f2)Akh.Long,
(α/f2)Akh.Shear,
(α/f2)Th,
–16
2
–1
–16
2
–1
10
Nps m
10
Nps m
10–16 Nps2 m–1

100

73.21

114.30

83.65

55.96

0.23

200

16.13

67.74

148.22

93.94

0.27

300

7.938

42.75

180.09

109.34

0.26

100

94.15

146.8

107.5

71.97

0.29

200

20.00

90.00

183.9

116.5

0.34

300

9.171

49.39

209.1

126.3

0.30

100

111.5

174.2

127.5

85.25

0.35

200

22.87

96.00

210.1

133.1

0.39

300

10.18

54.8

232.1

140.2

0.34

100

131.3

205

150.0

100.3

0.41

200

23.8

99.8

218.8

138.6

0.41

300

11.5

62.0

262.4

158.5

0.38

Temperature, K
at d = 40 nm

at d = 80 nm

at d = 120 nm

at d = 180 nm
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Fig. 4. (α/f2)Total versus temperature of ZnO-NWs at different diameters

due to the variation of τ and κ depending on the
diameter of the ZnO-NWs. Since the SOECs, TOECs
and ultrasonic velocities show very minor variation
with the diameter of ZnO-NWs, the elastic and
similar parameters other than τ do not affect
(α/f2)Total with variations in diameter of the nanowire.
As shown in Figure 1(b), the cross-sectional view
of ZnO-NWs indicates that very few ZnO atoms lie
on the surface of the nanowire in comparison to
the volume. As a result, during the propagation of
ultrasonic waves more longitudinal phonons will
interact with the thermal phonons of the medium
in comparison to that of shear phonons. Hence,
the acoustic coupling constant (DL) and ultrasonic
attenuation (α/f2)Akh.Long for a longitudinal wave is
larger than that of a shear wave at any frequency.
As the diameter of ZnO‑NWs increased from 40 nm
to 180 nm, the increase in thermal conduction
leads to higher phonon-phonon interaction, thus
(α/f2)Total i.e. the total ultrasonic attenuation
characteristics indicate the semiconducting nature
of the nanowire.

4. Conclusion
We have computed nonlinear elastic properties
as well as ultrasonic properties for wurtzite
structured ZnO-NWs using the Lennard-Jones
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potential model. Trends of SOECs and TOECs are
comparable to other hcp structured materials. The
hcp structured stability criterion for mechanical
stability is satisfied for ZnO-NWs. The τ for the
equilibrium distribution of thermal phonons is
lowest for wave propagation along 45°. The order
of relaxation is of picoseconds, which confirms the
semiconducting nature of ZnO-NWs. The ultrasonic
behaviour discussed above indicates important
microstructural characteristic features which are
well bridged to the thermoelastic properties of the
materials. All the characteristic features related to
elastic constants and ultrasonic properties of ZnONWs with relation to other well-known properties
might be used in characterisation and in industrial
applications.
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Existing methods and two new methods to measure the cohesive and adhesive
strength of a catalyst layer are reviewed
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A catalyst support is often used to disperse a
catalyst material to enhance the contact area for
reaction. In catalytic converters, a coating called
the catalyst layer contains both the catalyst
support and catalytically active material. Given the
role of the catalyst layer in catalytic converters, its
mechanical strength is of great importance as it
determines the service life of catalytic converters.
This review paper therefore summarises a number
of methods which are currently used in the literature
to measure the strength of a catalyst layer. It was
identified that the methods applied at present could
be divided into two groups. All methods regardless
of the group have been successfully used to
investigate the effect of a range of formulation and
process parameters on the strength of a catalyst
layer. In terms of measurement principles, Group 1
methods measure the strength based on mass loss
after the layer sample is subjected to a destructive
environment of choice. Group 2 methods tend to
give more direct measurements on the strength
of bonding between particles in a catalyst layer.
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Therefore, strength data generated by Group 2
methods are more reproducible between different
researchers as the results are less dependent on
the testing environment. However, methods in
both groups still suffer from the fact that they are
not designed to separately measure the cohesive
and the adhesive strength of a catalyst layer. Two
new methods have been recently proposed to solve
this problem; with these methods, the cohesive
and adhesive strength of a catalyst layer can be
measured separately.

1. Introduction
Fossil fuels have been widely used as a source
of power, improving human lives but creating
environmental problems at the same time.
Emissions from using fossil fuels are found in a
number of sectors such as production processes,
domestic and commercial activities. But the most
significant source of emissions is from transportation.
For this reason, conventional vehicles are widely
required by state law to be fitted with a catalytic
converter to comply with air quality standards.
Harmful emissions (nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon
monoxide (CO) and unburnt hydrocarbons (HC))
are converted to environmentally friendly species
in the catalytic converter to increasingly low levels.
The conversion reactions are catalysed by certain
catalytically active materials which are palladium,
platinum and rhodium. As shown by Equations
(i)–(iii), Pd and Pt are used for oxidation reactions
to neutralise CO and HC while Rh is used for
reduction reactions to remove NOx (1).
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Hydrocarbon + O2
CO + O2

Pt/Pd

NOx + CO

Rh

Pt/Pd

CO2 + H2O

(i)

CO2

(ii)

N2 + CO2

(iii)

The catalytically active materials cannot provide
satisfactory conversions on their own; they are
often dispersed over a catalyst layer in order to
enhance the contact area to promote reaction rates
(2). The catalyst layer itself is then coated on the
surface of channels of a monolith (also termed as
the substrate) which has a honeycomb structure to
avoid excessive pressure drop as the exhaust gas
passes. The concept can be seen in Figure 1.
It could be seen that the catalyst layer plays
an important role in the design of the catalytic
converter, regarding dispersing the catalytically
active material. In particular, the mechanical
strength of a catalyst layer determines the service
life of a catalytic converter (3–5) because loss of
the catalyst layer directly corresponds with loss
of catalytically active material, causing a reduced
conversion potential for the catalytic converter.
This review paper will therefore present and
discuss a range of methods which are reported in

(a)

200 µm
(b)
Catalytically
active material

Catalyst layer

Catalyst support

Substrate

Fig. 1. (a) Details of the coating on the surface of
channels in a monolith; (b) an expansion of the
circled area
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the literature to measure the mechanical strength
of the catalyst layer in catalytic converters.

2. Manufacturing Procedure of
Catalyst Layer
In this review, the various strength measurement
techniques that are used to quantify the strength of
a catalyst layer are discussed. This often requires
an understanding of the formulation and process
parameters to prepare the layer sample. Therefore,
a brief introduction to the manufacturing procedure
of a catalyst layer is given here.
The catalyst support in the catalyst layer can
be made from a variety of materials. Aluminium
oxide (Al2O3, also called alumina), titanium dioxide
(TiO2, also called titania), silicon dioxide (SiO2, also
called silica) or a mixture of silica and alumina
can all be used. The reasons that these materials
are a good choice is related to their satisfactory
refractory properties and high surface area to
volume ratios (6–8).
A catalyst layer carrying the catalytically active
material is conventionally manufactured in one
of two ways. The first method which is called the
precipitation pathway is shown in Figure 2 (9).
The meaning of precipitation refers to a deposition
process of catalytically active material in the form
of a catalyst layer. A diagram showing the second
method, an impregnation pathway, is shown in
Figure 3 (9). The main difference between the
two routes is that in the precipitation method, the
catalyst support and the catalytically active material
are deposited together in one process; while in
the impregnation pathway, the catalyst support
of the catalyst layer is deposited first followed by
a separate introduction of the catalytically active
material (10).
In both methods, a suspension is obtained after
the first processing step, which is wet milling.
Study has shown that milling performed in the
presence of water leads to a stronger catalyst
layer compared with dry milling in the case of
alumina (11). The possible explanation behind the
observation is that wet-milled alumina particles
are more positively charged and therefore become
more mobile in the suspension; during the later
drying process, wet-milled particles are able to
travel to more favourable packing sites under drag
force from the drying water to generate a higher
strength for the catalyst layer (12). The solid
content of the suspension is important in terms of
obtaining a catalyst layer of required thickness and
good uniformity. A very low solid content would
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Material of catalyst layer

Water

Milling

pH change

Alloy
substrate

Catalytically
active
material:
Precursors of
pgms

Suspension

Pre-oxidation
Coating

or
Ceramic substrate

Catalyst layer with
catalytically active material
Drying

Calcination

Fig. 2. The manufacturing process of a catalyst layer by precipitation (9)

Material of catalyst layer

Water

Milling

Alloy
substrate

pH change

Suspension

Pre-oxidation
or

Coating

Ceramic substrate

Catalyst layer

Impregnation

Catalytically
active
material:
Precursors of
pgms

Drying

Calcination

Fig. 3. The impregnation pathway to prepare a catalyst layer (9)
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need a number of coating steps in order to achieve
a desired loading of the catalyst layer while a very
high solid content, which significantly increases the
viscosity of the suspension, would lead to uneven
coating. Therefore an optimum solid content exists
at around 40 wt% (13).
The suspension is then subjected to pH
adjustment. The suspension would contain
particles only for the catalyst support of the
catalyst layer in the impregnation route and
particles for both the catalyst support and the
catalytically active material in the precipitation
route. Both particle size and the level of particle
dispersion in the suspension are highly significant
to the strength of a catalyst layer. Researchers
have shown that smaller particles would produce a
stronger catalyst layer irrespective of the material
choice of the catalyst support (6, 14) because of a
greater contact area being available with particles
of smaller size. However, a mixture of different
sized particles is needed to achieve a crack-free
catalyst layer as small particles often function as
the binding bridge between large particles to form
a structurally continuous body (15). A high level
of dispersion between particles is recommended
to produce a strong catalyst layer; as particles
become flocculated, the strength of the catalyst
layer produced tends to drop (3–5). The definition
of dispersion or flocculation is related to the
isoelectric point of the particles in the suspension.
If the pH of the suspension is on the acidic side of
the isoelectric point, the particles are regarded to
be dispersed while if the pH of the suspension is
above the isoelectric point, the particles are in a
flocculated state. Particles in the dispersed state
are more easily rearranged under drying force to
form more favourable packing; however, particles
in the flocculated state are more stagnant and
therefore pack less efficiently during drying to form
the catalyst layer.
The coating of the suspension onto the monolith
can be done in two ways. The first way, which
is called dip-coating, requires the substrate to
be manufactured into a monolith first, followed
by pouring the suspension through the monolith
or sucking the suspension into the monolith.
The second way has the order reversed, but is
only applicable for FeCrAlloy® substrates. The
suspension is first of all coated onto the substrate
which is then coiled to form a monolith (16).
The coated substrate is then dried and calcined
at a much higher temperature than the drying
temperature. The drying process has been studied
and it was shown that a slow and uniform drying
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process tends to result in an increase in the strength
of the catalyst layer (3, 4). The calcination process
is known to improve the strength of the catalyst
layer after drying due to sintering (17).
The substrate can be built from an alloy
material called FeCrAlloy® which consists of mainly
iron with a moderate amount of chromium (20–30%)
and a minor amount of aluminium (4–7.5%) or
a ceramic material called cordierite which has a
chemical formula of 2MgO•2Al2O3•5SiO2. In terms
of building the monolith structure, FeCrAlloy®
sheets are first corrugated and then folded to
create a monolith. If using cordierite, monoliths
are made from a paste containing precursors which
is extruded and the cordierite is formed during the
firing process.

3. Overview of Methods to Quantify
the Strength of Catalyst Layer
A number of methods have been applied in the
current literature to quantify the strength of
the catalyst layer and these methods can be
mainly classified into two groups as can be seen
in Table I. Group 1 methods have a common
characteristic in that they measure the strength
of a catalyst layer based on mass loss of the
sample which has been exposed to certain testing
environments. In contrast, Group 2 methods
report the strength of the catalyst layer based on
units of stress or work done which give a more
direct measure of the bonding strength between
particles in a catalyst layer.

3.1 Group 1 Methods
3.1.1 Ultrasonic Vibration Test
As can be seen in Table I, the ultrasonic vibration
bath is one of the most common methods currently
used to evaluate the strength of a catalyst layer
in literature. This strength test is conducted by
exposing a sample of the catalyst layer to ultrasound
of known magnitude in an ultrasonic bath for a set
duration; the mass loss from the sample is then
measured and used as an indication for the strength
of the catalyst layer. The ultrasound is transferred
by a liquid and acts to weaken the bonding between
particles of the catalyst layer (18). A schematic
diagram showing the experimental setup for the
ultrasonic vibration test is shown in Figure 4.
Samples of the catalyst layer with their substrate
were subjected to an ultrasonic vibration test in
which they were immersed in petroleum ether
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Table I Summary of Existing Techniques for Measuring the Strength of a Catalyst Layer
Group 1 method

Group 2 method

Reference

Ultrasonic
vibration
test

Simulated
environment

Thermal
shock

Drop test

Abrasive Pull-off
test
method

Scratch
test

(19)



–



–

–



–

(22)



–

–



–

–

–

(26)

–

–

–

–



–

–

(27)

–

–

–

–



–



(27)

–

–

–

–



–

–

(8)



–

–

–

–

–

–

(23)



–

–

–

–

–

–

(20)



–

–

–

–

–

–

(21)



–



–

–

–

–

(24)



–



–

–

–

–

(6)

–



–

–

–

–

–

(14)

–



–

–

–

–

–

(15)



–

–

–

–



–

(25)

–



–

–

–

–

–

Liquid
Catalyst layer
Substrate

Ultrasonic
vibration
bath

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram for the experimental
setup of an ultrasonic vibration test

and treated for 0.5 min to 30 min and the weight
loss after exposure was reported as a function
of a time (19). Nine different samples were
prepared and the weight loss results reported
together with another two strength tests used in
the study. Optimum conditions for preparing the
sample resulted in a weight loss of 2.79% from
the ultrasonic test, which was in agreement with
the other two strength tests. This meant that
the strongest catalyst layer could be achieved
by: (a) pre-oxidising FeCrAlloy® at 950°C for
10 h; (b) coating the substrate with a primer sol
and calcining at 800°C for 3 h; (c) coating with a
γ-alumina suspension and calcining at 900°C for
2 h. However, the ultrasound conditions in terms of
frequency and power were not given.
The effect of concentration of nitric acid (HNO3) on
the weight loss of the catalyst layer suggested that
a HNO3:Al2O3 ratio <2.9 mmol g–1 led to minimum
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weight loss (20). The researchers also investigated
the drying and calcination temperatures. It was
found that drying temperatures >100°C had no
influence on the strength of the catalyst layer;
in terms of calcination temperature, the lowest
weight loss was at 900°C for 10 h on a FeCrAlloy®
substrate. However, the actual weight loss number
was not given.
The coating method was changed to electrophoretic
deposition in another study (21). The calcination
temperature was investigated, indicating that a
higher calcination temperature led to a stronger
catalyst layer. The addition of aluminium powder
during the process of electrophoretic deposition
was found to improve the strength of the catalyst
layer. It was also shown that the use of lanthanum
nitrate (La(NO3)3) solution in the deposition
process increased the strength of the catalyst layer.
Overall, a strong catalyst layer was associated with
a weight loss of around 44%.
Petroleum ether was employed as the medium to
transmit ultrasound with an ultrasonic frequency of
42 kHz, a power of 130 W and a duration of 30 min
(22). In this work, it was determined that the size
of particles in the suspension and the use of a
binder in the suspension would play an important
role in the strength of the catalyst layer. A smaller
particle size would increase the strength; when the
particle size was increased above 28 μm, the use of
binder would dominate the strength. The strength
data from the ultrasonic test were also checked
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using the drop test and both results agreed with
each other.
In another study, samples were immersed
in an ultrasonic bath for 30 min, however no
other conditions were mentioned (8). Catalyst
layers were successfully prepared by depositing
pseudoboehmite as a precursor of γ-alumina by
a sol-gel method to fill the porous structure of
FeCrAlloy® foam; the sol-gel dispersions consisted
of 20% pseudoboehmite in 0.9% (w/w) HNO3
and were aged for 72 h to reach an appropriate
viscosity to produce a uniform and reproducible
layer. Strong layers were quoted with a weight loss
of about 4% for single layer coating and 6% for
double layer coating in this work.
A low intensity ultrasonic vibration environment
was claimed not to cause any noticeable breakage
(23); therefore the test was performed with a
power of 1000 W and a frequency of 25 kHz for
20 min, 40 min, 60 min and 80 min. The optimum
conditions for preparing a strong catalyst layer
were found to be: (a) 900°C for FeCrAlloy®
pre-oxidisation; (b) 70°C for sol drying and 120°C
for suspension drying; (c) 900°C for calcination.
Strong catalyst layers had a weight loss of 8.4% to
18.3% during the ultrasonic test.
An ultrasonic vibration was carried out at a power
of 220 W and a frequency of 40 kHz for 20 min (24).
This research investigated the effect of apparent
viscosity of the suspension and determined that a
lower viscosity was beneficial for creating a strong
catalyst layer whose weight loss was around 2%.
The effects of a range of formulation and process
parameters have also been examined on the
strength of catalyst layer using the ultrasonic bath
test (15). The conditions for the test were 300 W
and 60 Hz for 0.5 h in the presence of petroleum
ether. From all of the parameters investigated, a
strong catalyst layer was found to have a weight
loss as low as 4.5%.
From the above review, it can be seen that a
range of weight loss values has been observed for
what is regarded as a strong catalyst layer, ranging
from as low as 2–3% to as high as 40–45%. This
suggests that strength data obtained from the
ultrasonic vibration test is highly sensitive to the
testing environment which consists of different
vibration power, frequency, time and geometry of
the vibration bath.

Air flow in

Air flow out
Catalyst layer
Substrate

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram for the experimental
setup of a simulated environment test
some popularity in the current literature as a
way to test the strength of a catalyst layer. The
principle of this method is that a high velocity
flow of hot air is passed in parallel directions
over a catalyst layer sample (as can be seen in
Figure 5) with the mass loss of the sample after
the test being recorded as an indication for the
strength of the catalyst layer. The high velocity of
the hot air flow acts to detach particles from the
catalyst layer.
The strength of a catalyst layer produced from
suspensions of γ-alumina powders prepared from
different routes was tested using a high velocity
air flow parallel to the surface of the sample. The
strength of the catalyst layer was reported based
on mass loss of the monolith as a function of time
(6). The temperature of the air was set to 800°C
and the free volume velocity was set to 100,000 h–1.
This set of conditions was chosen to replicate
the exhaust system of car engines. The results
suggested that a smaller particle size would help
to increase the strength of the catalyst layer. A
strong catalyst layer was associated with a 5%
weight loss after the treatment. The same testing
method in a similar study suggested that a strong
catalyst layer would correspond to roughly 4%
weight loss (25).
The testing method applied to γ-alumina (6) was
also used for zirconia and titania (14) to measure
the strength of the catalyst layer. The dependence
of the strength of the catalyst layer (prepared from
zirconia powder) on particle size was studied and
it was found that a smaller particle size led to an
increase in strength. It was also determined that
titania powder demonstrated better strength for
a catalyst layer than the other powders. Strong
catalyst layers of both zirconia and titania were
measured to have a 0.5% weight loss.

3.1.3 Thermal Shock Test
3.1.2 Simulated Environment Test
The second method in Group 1 is termed the
simulated environment test. It has also gained
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In a thermal shock test, catalyst layer samples
are subjected to rapid temperature changes and
the thermal stress developed in the process could
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cause the catalyst layer sample to fail. The strength
of a catalyst layer is then measured based on the
mass loss of the sample after such exposure. The
conditions employed in a thermal shock test were
heating a catalyst layer sample to 950°C for 20 min
and subsequently quenching it in water at 25°C (19);
the same procedure was repeated ten times before
the weight loss was measured. The best preparation
conditions for the catalyst layer resulted in a 0.02%
weight loss, which was in agreement with the other
two strength tests (ultrasonic vibration and pull-off)
performed in the same study.
Another thermal shock test (21) involved heating
catalyst layer samples to 400°C and cooling quickly
to room temperature. Both a higher calcination
temperature and the addition of alumina powder
during the deposition process improved the strength
of the catalyst layer, which was in agreement
with the other strength test method (ultrasonic
vibration) used in the study. A strong catalyst layer
was found to have a weight loss of 4%.
A thermal shock test was carried out in a muffle
at 500°C for 1 h and 750°C for 5 h and cooled down
immediately to room temperature afterwards (24).
The research investigated the effect of apparent
viscosity of the suspension and determined that a
lower viscosity was beneficial for creating a strong
catalyst layer whose weight loss was around 21%.

3.1.4 Drop Test
A drop test was conducted by dropping a catalyst
layer sample in a monolith from a certain height
(50 cm) on a hard surface with the channel of
the monolith facing down; the weight loss arising
from the drop was recorded to indicate the
strength (22). The test can be said to work using
the kinetic energy developed in the fall to break
the bonding between particles. A range of weight
loss (from 1% to 60%) was obtained from catalyst
layers prepared by adding different binders into
the suspension.

3.1.5 Abrasive Test
An abrasive test utilised a NUS-1 (Suga, Japan)
abrasion tester (26). In the tester, the sample was
designed to constantly move against an abrasive
material which consisted of particles of 12 μm. The
abrasive material was also rigidly fixed and set to
apply a normal load of 3 N on the sample. The
abrasive action was then repeated for 400 cycles
at fixed velocity of 0.04 m s–1, equalling a total
distance of 25 m. Equation (iv) was then used to
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calculate a wear rate which served as an indicative
parameter for the strength of the catalyst layer.
The method was applied to study the strength of
a catalyst layer coated on two different substrates
(bare mild steel and phosphated mild steel achieved
by chemical pretreatment). The results suggested
the wear rate of a catalyst layer coated on bare mild
steel had a rapid increase from the start of wearing
until a sliding distance of about 18 m while the
layer coated on phosphated mild steel only started
to show such increase from a sliding distance of
12 m, suggesting phosphated mild steel provided
better adhesion. The uncoated mild steel curve on
both graphs served as a reference, indicating the
service life of the different catalyst layers; the end
of the service life of a catalyst layer was reached
when the measured wear rate became the same as
that of the uncoated mild steel.
W=

Δm

(iv)

ρl

Another study which employed the abrasive test
slid a catalyst layer prepared on a plate of grey
cast iron against a cylinder (27). A contact pressure
of 100 MPa and a sliding velocity of 0.04 m s–1
were used. It was found that the uncoated surface
presented a straight-line relationship while the
catalyst layer delayed the wear by about 50 min.
This corresponded to a sliding distance of 120 m.
A similar setup was used in another study where a
catalyst layer coated on grey cast iron was rubbed
against a cast iron disc at a pressure of 200 MPa
and a 20 h running time was determined before the
wear started to appear (26).

3.2 Group 2 Methods
3.2.1 Pull-Off Test
The pull-off test, as seen in Figure 6, measures
the force that is required to pull off a catalyst
layer from a substrate (19). In this research,
the interface shear strength was then calculated
using Equation (v). The punch was travelling at a
constant speed of 10 mm min–1 during the test.
The strongest catalyst layer gave an interface
shear strength of 20 MPa, which was in agreement
with the other two strength tests (ultrasonic
vibration bath and thermal shock) performed in the
study.
τinterfacial =

F
S

(v)
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Substrate

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram showing the
experimental setup of the pull-off method

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram showing the
experimental setup of the scratch test
Another version of the pull-off test was
designed to measure the work required to pull
off a catalyst layer from a substrate (15). The
work done was calculated by finding the area
under a force over displacement curve when the
force reached the point that the catalyst layer
failed. It needs to be noted that this version of
the pull-off test began with a compression by
the punch on the sample of the catalyst layer,
followed by decompression and finally pull-off.
Therefore, a negative stress was present initially
due to decompression before the positive stress
from the pull-off action was applied.
An annular support which had an inner diameter
of 2.1 cm and an outer diameter of 4.4 cm was
used to firmly place a catalyst layer sample
underneath. A carbon tape which had a diameter
of 2.5 cm was cut to the size of the circular end of
the probe (diameter = 1 cm) to connect the probe
and the sample to facilitate the test. The probe
withdrawal speed was set to be 10 mm min–1. The
investigation suggested that smaller particles led
to an increase in all of the three measurement
quantities concerned.

3.2.2 Scratch Test
The experimental setup of the scratch test (27)
can be seen in Figure 7. A sample of catalyst
layer was scratched with an increasing load
by a stylus with a diamond tip with a defined
curvature. The critical load at which the catalyst
layer began to detach from the substrate was
recorded and used to indicate the strength of the
catalyst layer. The critical point was determined
by acoustic emission and confirmed by inspection
in a microscope. The critical load was found to be
in an inversely proportional relationship with the
length of spalling and there was a critical layer
thickness above which the critical load for fracture
stopped increasing.
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4. Evaluation of Measurement
Methods
4.1 Group 1 Methods Evaluation
Four methods are classified in Group 1. All of the
methods in this group use mass loss of the sample
as a way to represent the strength of the catalyst
layer. The mass loss is triggered by an external
effect applied to the sample, for instance an
ultrasonic vibration in the ultrasonic vibration bath
or kinetic energy in the drop test. Two problems
are associated with the measurement techniques
in Group 1.
The first problem is that the strength results
obtained cannot be compared between different
authors, although many authors have normalised
their mass loss results and therefore report the
strength results using percentage of mass loss
(Equation (vi)).

%m =

Δm
mo

(vi)

This problem is represented in Figure 8 where
a wide range of weight loss values reported for a
strong catalyst layer in different publications can
be seen. The strongest catalyst layer in one work
(24) is said to have a weight loss of only 2 wt%
however work elsewhere (21) quotes the strongest
layer having a weight loss of 45 wt%. The varying
maximum sliding distance of the catalyst layer
shown in Table II also indicates the same problem.
The maximum sliding distance refers to the sliding
distance in the abrasive test before the wear rate
starts to rise. According to Table II, the strongest
catalyst layer can have a maximum sliding distance
of either 120 m or 12 m, which are widely different
from each other.
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Fig. 8. Range of weight loss for a strong catalyst layer mentioned in different publications

Table II Maximum Sliding Distance of a Strong Catalyst Layer in Different Publications

Abrasive
test

Normal
compression

Abrasive
size, μm

Sliding velocity,
m s–1

Reference

Maximum
sliding distance,
m

3N

12

0.04

(26)

12

100 MPa

–

0.04

(27)

120

The first problem is due to the fact that these
results are not independent of the testing
environment. For example, in the case of using
an ultrasonic vibration bath test to quantify the
strength of the catalyst layer, if the experimental
conditions (power, frequency, medium, duration)
of the ultrasonic bath used are different, one can
hardly make a reliable comparison in the layer
strength obtained by different studies. As can be
seen in Table III, the experimental conditions
from research that applied the ultrasonic vibration
test are different in most of the key testing
parameters and in certain cases (8, 19, 20, 21)
some of these parameters are not even given. One
could also notice that a much higher frequency of
ultrasound in Jiang et al. (40 kHz) (24) compared
with Adegbite et al. (0.06 kHz) (15) did not result
in a higher weight loss; this could be because
of a lower power and shorter exposure time in
Adegbite et al. (15). However it is unknown at
the moment how much decrease in the frequency
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would correlate to the lower power and exposure
duration employed in the study by Jiang et al. (24).
Without the same testing environment, it would be
hard to compare the strength of a catalyst layer
across different studies and therefore conclude on
the standards of a strong catalyst layer.
As can be seen in Table II, Table IV and Table V,
similar problems as in the case of the ultrasonic
vibration test exist in the thermal shock test,
the simulated environment test and the abrasive
test; the experimental conditions are different in
most key testing conditions such as the hot and
cold temperatures in the thermal shock test and
the normal compression in the abrasive test. The
difference in experimental conditions makes it
difficult for different researchers to compare their
results and agree on what is regarded as a strong
catalyst layer.
In the case of simulated environment, it could be
seen that the three publications (6, 14, 25) which
applied this testing method employed the same
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Table III Summary of Experimental Conditions and Results of the Ultrasonic Vibration Bath
Method
Reference

Power, W

Frequency, kHz Exposure time, min Medium

Weight loss, %

(19)

–

–

30

Petroleum ether

2.79

(20)

–

–

30

Petroleum ether

11

(21)

–

–

30

Petroleum ether

44

(2)

130

42

30

Petroleum ether

–

(8)

–

–

30

–

4

(23)

1000

25

80

Water

8.4

(24)

220

40

20

Water

2

(15)

300

0.06

30

Petroleum ether

4.5

Table IV Summary of Experimental Conditions and Results of the Simulated Environment
Method
Reference

Free volume velocity, h–1

Temperature, °C

Weight loss, %

(6)

100,000

800

5

(25)

100,000

800

4

(14)

100,000

800

0.5

Table V Summary of Experimental Conditions and Results of the Thermal Shock Method
Reference

High temperature, °C

Duration, h

Low
temperature, °C

Repetition

Weight loss, %

(19)

650

0.33

25

10

0.02

(21)

400

–

25

1

4

500

1

750

5

25

1

21

(24)

testing environment. However, from the arguments
that are presented for the other testing methods
in Group 1, it could be expected that further
publications employing a simulated environment
would suffer from the difficulty of comparison
between different authors if they do not apply
the exact same testing conditions. As for the drop
test, given the fact that there is currently only one
publication which applied this test, it would be
difficult to make further comments on the results
of this test.
Due to the fact that the origin of the strength of
the catalyst layer is bonding between particles in
the catalyst layer (cohesive) and bonding between
these particles and substrate (adhesive), any
indirect measurement of these bonding strengths
can be affected by external factors as seen above.
A second problem for Group 1 methods is that the
design of the method does not contain a way to
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control the failure pattern of a catalyst layer. The
meaning of this statement is that a catalyst layer
sample under test could fail either by the cohesive
or the adhesive mode (as seen in Figure 9),
depending on the weakest point of bonding.
From the operation principle of the ultrasonic test
as described in Figure 4, it could be expected that
the catalyst layer could fail both in the cohesive
and the adhesive mode. The solution medium that
is used in the ultrasonic vibration test could either
remove an upper portion of the catalyst layer or
penetrate to the interface between the catalyst
layer and the sample and detach the catalyst layer
at this interface. Similar arguments could be applied
for the rest of the methods in Group 1. As can be
seen in the operation principles of these methods
shown earlier, there is not a mechanism designed
in the method to control the failure pattern. The
external force aimed to test the strength of the
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(a)

(b)
Catalyst layer

Catalyst layer

Substrate (monolith)

Substrate (monolith)

Fig. 9. Two failure modes of a catalyst layer: (a) cohesive mode; (b) adhesive mode

catalyst layer could destruct the catalyst layer in
any direction, therefore a mixed result between the
cohesive strength and the adhesive strength may
be obtained.
However, as seen in the introduction, a catalyst
layer in operation could fail in both the cohesive
and the adhesive mode, suggesting that both the
cohesive and the adhesive strength are important
for the durability of a catalyst layer; it is essential
not to mix the cohesive and the adhesive strength
in any strength measurement of a catalyst layer.

4.2 Group 2 Methods Evaluation
According to the operation principles for Group 2
methods as described in Figure 6 and Figure 7, it
could be seen that Group 2 methods are designed
to provide more direct measurement of the bonding
strength between particles in order to tackle the
first problem mentioned above. The explanation is
given as below.
The pull-off method measures the stress required
to cause the catalyst layer to fail. The stress is
determined by the force at the breakage divided
by the area over which this force is applied. In
comparison with the great dependence of strength
results from weight-loss based methods as seen
before, the stress results obtained here would be
less dependent on the experimental conditions of
the test, for example the size of the sample can
be accounted for and the testing speed of the
pull-off punch (due to the brittle nature of the
catalyst layer). Therefore, the stress obtained is
a direct measurement of the bonding strength
between particles of the catalyst layer at the
failure locations and may be better reproduced by
different researchers. In the end, a criterion for a
strong catalyst layer in terms of stress can be set.
Similar arguments can be made for the scratch
method which is designed to generate a critical
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force value above which the catalyst layer under
testing starts to crack.
Although Group 2 methods have made
improvements on the reproducibility of strength
results, it could be seen that they are still unable
to differentiate between the cohesive and the
adhesive failure as explained below; therefore the
second problem still remains. In the case of the
pull-off test, it can be understood that the pulling
load in this method would simply cause the weakest
point across both the cohesive and the adhesive
strength to fail, therefore there is no mechanism
involved to control the failure pattern in order to
differentiate between the two modes of failure. In
the scratch test, while the scratch tester is moving
across a catalyst layer, the force it applies could
not only cause the catalyst layer to fail from the
layer itself but may also lead the catalyst layer
to detach from the interface between the layer
and the substrate; therefore, the cohesive and the
adhesive strength results are again mixed. For the
last Group 2 method, density measurement could
give an overall determination of the strength of
the catalyst layer while there can be a distribution
of density across the thickness of the catalyst
layer. This would suggest that the cohesive and
adhesive strength of the catalyst layer can be
considerably different.

5. New Developments in
Measurement
From the discussion in the previous section, it can
be seen that there is a need for a robust method in
the study of strength of a catalyst layer, which could
produce a more direct and distinct measurement of
the strength of bonding between particles within
a catalyst layer and between these particles and
the substrate, based on scientific fundamental
quantities for mechanics such as stress (16).
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Given this understanding, new improvements have
started to be made recently as an attempt to solve
the remaining limitations (3, 4).
In this research, a catalyst layer has been made
in the shape of a tablet under controlled conditions
and the tensile strength of the tablet (as calculated
by Equation (vii)) was determined as the cohesive
strength of the layer.
σ=

2F

(vii)

πDt

The experimental setup involved using a
cylindrical die made of filter paper; suspension with
known particle size distribution and pH was then
added to the die, followed by drying in controlled
temperature and relative humidity conditions. Once
the suspension was dried, tablets were removed
from the dies and subject to calcination. The use
of filter (4) was found to generate a uniform drying
environment to avoid segregation of particles
during drying, which was initially experienced
in previous experiments (3). The outcome of
this research was that the cohesive strength of
a catalyst layer could be separately measured
based on the unit of stress. The effects of various
preparatory parameters including particle size, pH,
relative humidity during drying and calcination
temperature were successfully investigated.
Another technique has been described to
separately measure the adhesive strength of a
catalyst layer based on the unit of stress (5). The
technique is based on a scraper which is designed to
fail a catalyst layer sample at the interface between
the sample and the substrate. Equation (viii) was
then used to determine the adhesive strength. As
the scraper is initially moving at the interface, a
friction force is encountered. This friction force is
treated as a background when computing for the
effective breakage force (ΔF). The displacement
travelled by the scraper from the point that the
scraper first touches the catalyst layer to the point
that the first breakage of the sample is noticed is
regarded as the effective displacement (Δl). The
technique has been successfully applied to quantify
the adhesive strength of a catalyst layer prepared
under different conditions such as pH of suspension
and surface roughness and porosity of substrate.

τadh =
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ΔF
WΔl

(viii)

The new methods presented in this section have
been successfully used to test the strength of a
catalyst layer under different preparation conditions
such as particle size, pH of suspension, drying
condition and substrate characteristics. However,
at the moment, these new methods have only
been tested on γ-alumina; a wider range of powder
materials to make a catalyst layer would need to
be tried before these new methods gain more
popularity in the literature.

6. Conclusions
Given
the
increasingly
stringent
emission
standards, many vehicles are required by law
to be fitted with a catalytic converter to combat
harmful emissions. In a catalytic converter, the
catalyst layer plays an important role to disperse
catalytically active material to accelerate the
conversion reactions; therefore the mechanical
strength of a catalyst layer is of extreme importance.
A lot of researchers have investigated the effect
of different formulation and process parameters
on the strength of the catalyst layer. This review
has therefore summarised a range of strength
measurement techniques to quantify the strength
of the catalyst layer. There are seven main methods
which are widely used in the current literature for
this topic. These methods can be divided into two
groups according to their measuring principles.
Group 1 methods contain five methods which are
designed to measure the strength of a catalyst
layer based on mass loss of the layer after certain
treatments. The treatment often features an
external destructive environment such as ultrasonic
vibration, a high-pressure gas flow or a temperature
cycle. There are two drawbacks associated with
Group 1 methods. The first problem is that a
weight-loss based strength measurement cannot
be reproduced between different researchers as the
results are dependent on the testing environment
and the second problem is the inability to
differentiate between the cohesive and the adhesive
strength of the catalyst layer. Group 2 methods
tend to give results which are independent of the
testing environment, eliminating the first problem;
however, the second problem still remains as the
measuring principle of Group 2 methods did not
contain a mechanism to control the failure pattern
of a catalyst layer. Certain new methods to solve
both problems have been recently developed in
the literature, a wider use of these methods on
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different powder materials to make a catalyst layer
would be needed.

Nomenclature
D
F
ΔF
l
Δl
mo
%m
Δm
s
t
W
·
W
σ
τadh
τinterfacial
ρ

tablet diameter
breakage force
effective breakage force
sliding distance
effective displacement
original mass
percentage of mass loss
weight loss
overlapping area
tablet thickness
width of scraper
wear rate
tensile strength
adhesive strength
interfacial shear strength
density
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Squalene (SQE) was fully converted into squalane
(SQA) in a continuous reactor. The design of a
three-dimensional (3D) printed support allowed
selectivity to be tuned towards squalane. The
advantages of being able to design the geometry of
the catalytic support using 3D printing technology
are presented in this paper.

Squalene

+ 6H2

SQA is a colourless, odourless and tasteless
hydrocarbon oil notably resistant to oxidation. It
is known to act as an immune system stimulant
as well as antioxidant agent. These properties are
contributing to it increasingly being used in the
pharmaceutical industry. For instance, emulsions
of SQA with surfactants are added to vaccines to
enhance the immune response (1). A number of
studies have proved the properties of SQE and SQA
as an antioxidant, drug carrier and emollient (2). The
pharmaceutical industry uses SQA in vaccines and in
anticancer treatment. SQA and SQE have been proven
to have very little toxicity and improve the antibody
responses to antigens in a number of primates (3).
Due to its capability to penetrate the human
skin, SQA is best known for its applications in the
cosmetic industry. The main interest is to transport
and increase absorption of other active components
(4). The main uses of SQA are shown in Figure 1.
The use of SQA is preferred for all of these uses to
SQE as this molecule is stable and not susceptible
to oxidation (5).
SQA is produced from hydrogenation of SQE,
which is a non-saponifiable component of natural
lipids. The reaction is shown in Scheme I.
SQE used to be obtained from shark liver oil,
although this practice is generally not accepted by
cosmetic manufacturers. Today most of the SQE
is derived from vegetable sources, such as olive

Squalane

Scheme I
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Pharmaceutical
industry
8%

Food
supplements
23%

Cosmetics
69%

Fig. 1. Uses of SQA in 2014

Table I SQE Purity and Cost
Depending on Source
SQE
source

Content, Cost,
%
€ kg–1

Impurities after
hydrogenation

Shark
liver oil

98–99

17–19

Not significant

Olive oil

5–17

21–24

Sterol esters
Parafins

Sugar
cane

92–93

22–27

Isosqualane
Monocyclosqualane

oil and sugarcane. The cost of SQE as well as the
impurities present in the reactant depend on the
source, as shown in Table I.
The purity of SQE will affect the selectivity towards
SQA. For instance, a range of different purities of
SQE were studied by Pandarus et al. (4). Results
showed that under the same reaction conditions,
high purity SQE (98 wt%) achieved 99% selectivity
towards SQA, whilst in a lower purity sample
(82 wt%) the selectivity was 39%.
This hydrogenation is traditionally carried out in a
batch reactor with the use of a nickel based catalyst
(6) or more recently palladium catalysts (7). The
disadvantages of the traditional process are the
fast and irreversible Ni catalyst deactivation and Ni
leaching that requires product purification. The cost
of the hydrogenation of SQE comprises ca. 40% of
the total price of the entire process (8). Therefore,
a new catalyst that would overcome disadvantages
of the traditional process might bring considerable
cost savings. Nevertheless, the other challenge
of this reaction is its extreme exothermicity
(ΔHr = –604.26 kJ mol–1). It is therefore important
to consider that the intensified catalytic system will
generate more reaction heat, which needs to be
removed from the process.
This paper presents results on hydrogenation
of SQE in a continuous reactor with use of newly
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developed catalyst on a ceramic 3D printed support
to improve the process from the points of view of
both catalyst activity and heat transfer.
The intensification of a catalytic reactor is mainly
dependent on the operational limitations of the
system and requirements related to the specific
chemical reactions. For that purpose, working on
the geometry of the catalytic support is one way to
reach the desired improvements, which implies the
definition of an adequate approach to design such
3D structures.
In a continuous flow reactor, the catalyst needs
to be shaped in a form that suits both the process
and chemical reaction itself. The shape must
consider factors such as mass transfer limitations
and reduction of selectivity due to side reactions
(9). Packed beds of shaped supports tend to be
used in continuous reactors. However, a common
problem due to the nature of the shape packing
is their associated pressure drop (10) as well
as possible flow maldistribution. The latter can
result in reactants not accessing the surface of
the catalyst uniformly decreasing the overall
performance of the process, for instance, by
causing wide distribution in residence time that
lowers selectivity (9).
Digital methods allow objects to be designed
and produced for specific applications. Optimised
structures offer the possibility of efficiently
controlling the fluid dynamics and temperature
uniformity (9). The work presented in this paper
uses modelling of the flow phenomena involved in
the hydrogenation of SQE to produce a 3D structure
that optimises the process.

Catalysts Used in this Study
The catalyst support was based on a ceramic
precursor that is commercially available in the form
of cylindrical pellets and served as a benchmarking
material for the developed 3D printed catalysts.
The catalysts were prepared by 3D printing
to provide a precursor that was consequently
thermally converted to the ceramic of a desired
structure. The structure was then impregnated with
Pd. A novel preparation method was developed in
Johnson Matthey, UK, to ensure high dispersion
and high stability for Pd on ceramic. A summary
of the physical characteristics of the samples is
shown in Table II.
All the catalysts were supplied by Johnson Matthey
and consisted of 2 wt% Pd developmental samples.
The testing was carried out using 3.5 mmolPd per
100 g of SQE.
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Table II Catalysts Used for Hydrogenation of SQE
Catalyst

3 mm pellets

1 mm pellets

3D printed
(crushed)

3D printed

Form

Extrudates (cylinders)

Extrudates (cylinders)

3D structure crushed

3D structure

Particle
size

3 x 3 mm

1 x 3 mm

Irregular particles
1–3 mm

1 x 3 mm

Shape

Different particle sizes of conventional extrudates
were used in an attempt to study the effect of
diffusion limitation. Subsequently, the conventional
and 3D printed ceramics were compared using
crushed 3D printed supports sieved to the same
size as the conventional pellets. In the case of
crushed 3D printed catalyst, the crushing process
preceded the catalyst impregnation to avoid its
distribution inhomogeneity.

Design of 3D Printed Supports for a
Continuous Reactor
Tailored supports were designed for the
hydrogenation of SQE in a continuous reactor.
Because of the extreme exothermicity of this
relatively fast reaction, it is desired to control
the reaction rate in a way to avoid formation of
a narrow reaction zone or hot spots especially
at the first part of a reactor. One of the possible
ways to achieve this would be to vary the metal
loading on the support. However, increasing the
loading could encourage the agglomeration of
Pd particles and lead to rapid deactivation of the
catalyst. An alternative way was to use 3D printing
technology for the design of catalytic foams with
different density. This, in turn, resulted in a way of
keeping metal loading per gram of catalyst while
varying the amount of metal in a certain part of
the reactor.
Firstly, the structure topology of the support was
chosen. Open-cell foams were selected because
this type of structure can incorporate attractive
benefits, such as suitable thermal conductivity,
depending on the chosen material, appropriate
mixing, low pressure drop and large surface area
per unit volume to increase catalytic activity.
Besides these benefits, open-cell foams also
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offer the advantage of being the repetition of a
representative unit cell, which can significantly
simplify its manufacture and the modelling of the
physical phenomena involved. There is a set of
information required to fully define the geometry
of a system containing an open-cell foam support:
(a) topology of the representative unit cell;
(b) values of relevant geometric parameters of the
cell; (c) total number of unit cells present in each
direction (x, y and z), i.e. dimensions of the system
(overall or sections).
In the specific case of this work, twisted cubic
cells were chosen as the base topology due to their
simplicity. The geometric parameters to consider
were the unit cell width, struts’ diameter, twist
angle per unit length of foam and tilt angles of the
cells relative to the main flow direction.
A set of foam geometries were tested based on
different values of the referred parameters. For
each foam, a sequence of steps was followed to
assess the best options:
(a) Digital representation of the foam structure in
a stereolithography (STL) file (see Figure 2).
This file format can be used for both 3D printing
and to perform computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) modelling. The STL files were produced
by a geometry generator software based on the
input of the previously mentioned information.
The geometry generator used was Blender®
(Blender Foundation, The Netherlands), a free
software package that can work in automatic
mode using script files programmed in the
Python language
(b) Creating a proper computational mesh for the
fluid volume. This volume is complementary to
that defined by the STL file (solid volume). The
mesh generator software was cfMesh, a tool of
OpenFOAM® (The OpenFOAM Foundation, UK)
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(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

Inlet
(bottom view)

Fig. 2. (a) Representation of one of the
open-cell foams tested; (b) the corresponding
computational mesh
(c) Performing a CFD simulation in the mesh
previously created (step (b) above) to
characterise the foam structure in terms of
mixing and pressure drop (see illustrative
results in Figure 3). The open source
OpenFOAM® CFD package, which uses the
C++ programming language, was the software
used. The implemented numerical model
was prepared to include single-phase flow
and transient mass balance equations (with
diffusion, convection and the possibility of
homogeneous and heterogeneous reaction
terms) for different species
(d) The data produced by the CFD simulation
are post-processed to calculate the value of
a previously defined objective function. This
objective function includes terms addressing
mass dispersion, pressure drop per unit length
and superficial area per unit volume.
From the set of geometries investigated, the
STL files of the two foams selected are shown
in Figure 4. Based on these files, slices of 1 cm
height were 3D printed according to both referred
designs. The corresponding values of structure
porosity (ε), specific (geometrical) surface area
(AS) and diameter of struts (dS) are shown in
Table III. For comparison, the properties of the
beds consisting of 1 mm and 3 mm conventional
pellets (extrudates) are also provided. The specific
surface area of Design 2 foams is close to 3 mm
pellets while keeping higher bed porosity, which is
beneficial for lower pressure drop.
The use of two different types of structures,
as shown in Figure 5, allowed the initial part
of the reactor to achieve a slower rate of SQE
hydrogenation, also yielding a lower temperature
rise that prevents possible hot spot formation.
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C/C0

ΔP × 103, bar

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Fig. 3. Illustrative results of: (a) concentration;
and (b) pressure fields in the system presented
in Figure 2 – central longitudinal view. The results
were obtained for a simulation replicating a tracer
test (tracer inlet concentration in the left side of
(a)) with an average inlet velocity of 0.03 m s–1
using a mesh corresponding to about 5% of the
total reactor length

Design 1

Design 2

Fig. 4. Representation of two STL files designed
for SQA production. A full view, a front view of a
central longitudinal cut and a zoom of this cut are
presented for each design. The zoom view contains
indication of strut diameter (dS, green) and
distance between struts (dO, red)

In the second part of the reactor, more metal can be
present per unit volume, which will allow the reaction
to be completed to high conversion and thus high
SQA yield without compromising the selectivity.
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Table III Parameter Values for the
Selected Open-Cell Foam
Designs and Pellets
ε
Design 1

0.44 (0.52a)
a

AS, m–1

dS ,
mm

1080a

1.64

a

Design 2

0.51 (0.61 )

1420

1.0

1 mm pellets

0.38

2894

1.0

3 mm pellets

0.40

1266

3.0

a

Internal structure porosity without accounting for the outer
shell

Reactor inlet

3D printed catalyst
Design 1

3D printed catalyst
Design 2

Reactor outlet

Fig. 5. Schematic of the reactor filled with the two
different types of structures, ratio of design 1 and
design 2 is 1:3

Catalyst Preparation and
Characterisation
The catalyst was prepared by impregnation of a
Pd precursor, aiming at 2 wt% Pd, on the different
ceramic supports and subsequent reduction. The
particle size of the Pd was derived from carbon
monoxide (CO) metal area measurements. The
sample was reduced under H2/N2 at 80°C for
10 min. The catalyst was then cooled under N2 to
35°C. Subsequently, pulses of CO were introduced.
A Pd:CO stoichiometry of 1:1 was assumed and the
Pd atomic area was assumed to be 0.0800 nm2. The
Pd particle size calculated from the CO adsorption
measurements was 3–8 nm (11).
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20 nm

20 nm

Fig. 6. Dark-field STEM (DF-STEM) images of
Pd/ceramic catalyst

The samples were examined in a JEM-2800
Transmission Electron Microscope (JEOL, Japan)
using the following instrumental conditions:
Voltage 200 kV; C2 aperture 70 µm (Z-contrast)
imaging in scanning mode using an off-axis annular
detector. The secondary electron (SE) signal was
acquired simultaneously with the other scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images
providing topological information about the sample.
The STEM images showed the distribution of
the metal in the support. Similar distribution
was observed for different samples. Figure 6
shows the images corresponding to 1 mm pellets,
representative of the catalysts used in the study.
The bright areas indicate the location of Pd on the
surface of the ceramic material. These images
(Figure 6) illustrate a good dispersion and metal
distribution of the metallic particles. The particle
size was determined to be between 2 nm and
6 nm, similar to those observed via CO metal area.
The metal loading for the 3D printed catalysts
was kept constant at 2 wt% Pd. The same Johnson
Matthey developmental synthetic method was
followed for the samples using the 3D printed
support.
The metal concentration on the 3D printed foam
was investigated via electron probe microanalysis
(EPMA) and results for the areas illustrated in
Figure 7 are presented in Figure 8. Although the
centre of the foams presented lower Pd density,
EPMA analysis showed metal present in the
inner areas of the support, showing a gradient of
concentration.

Results and Discussion
Batch Reactor Testing
Traditionally, hydrogenation of SQE is carried out
in a batch reactor using Ni catalyst with reaction
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A

B

D

C
Original catalyst

Areas investigated

Fig. 7. Areas studied by EPMA for catalytic foams for hydrogenation of SQE
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Fig. 8. Metal distribution for Pd/3D ceramic printed foams: (a) A; (b) B; (c) C; (d) D (see Figure 7)

conditions changing in a series of steps. High
temperatures during the first steps are typically
avoided since the reaction tends to yield undesired
products such as cyclosqualanes. Therefore, to
obtain high SQA yields usually the temperature
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and hydrogen pressure are gradually increased to
compensate for catalyst deactivation.
From the mechanistic point of view, hydrogenation
of SQE to SQA proceeds through formation of
numerous amounts of partially hydrogenated
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Fig. 10. SQE hydrogenation: temperature effect,
2% Pd/ceramic, 3 × 3 mm pellets, 20 bar, 10%
SQE (marine) in an organic solvent

Fig. 9. SQE hydrogenation: comparison of different
catalysts, 2% Pd/ceramic, 180°C, 20 bar, 10% SQE
(marine) in an organic solvent
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Fig. 11. SQE hydrogenation: (a) pressure effect on SQA yield; (b) intermediates (ITM) yield. 2% Pd/ceramic
3 × 3 mm pellets, 180°C, 10% SQE (marine) in an organic solvent

intermediates and their isomers. Using gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS),
more than 60 individual peaks of partially
hydrogenated intermediates and isomers have
been identified, which were divided into six groups
based on their molecular weight (MW). Besides
the SQE (MW 410) and SQA (MW 422) there were
six groups of partially hydrogenated intermediates
differentiated by one double bond (H2) giving
molecular masses MW 410, MW 412, MW 414,
MW 416, MW 418 and MW 420. Among the
undesired intermediates, cyclosqualane (MW 420)
can be found. This presented a more significant
peak in the GC-MS spectrum. Catalytic performance
of different catalyst shapes as well as effect of
operating conditions on the hydrogenation process
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were investigated. For this series of experiments,
99% SQE (marine source) was used to rule out the
effect of vegetable SQE impurities.
Comparison of different catalysts, using high
purity SQE (99%, Aldrich) showed that the best
performance was obtained with 1 × 3 mm pellets
followed by 3 × 3 mm pellets and 3D printed crushed
catalyst that had slightly lower performance, see
Figure 9. This result indicates that most probably
internal diffusion limitations take place and the
effect is less important for 1 × 3 mm pellets.
The impact of different operating conditions is
discussed below. Figure 10 shows the temperature
effect on relative SQE concentration and SQA yield
profiles versus time. After about 3 h of reaction,
all SQE was practically converted at all reaction
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Catalyst Deactivation in Batch
Reactor
In a batch reactor, a powder version of the catalysts
prepared was tested for stability. For this series
of experiments, vegetable SQE was used, with a
purity of 82% as it is expected that this would
be more representative of the behaviour of the
catalyst in the pilot plant. The reaction was carried
out for 4 h at 200°C and 20 bar of hydrogen.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 12.
The partially hydrogenated SQE intermediates are
presented as groups according to their GC-MS MW
starting from SQE and its isomers with MW 410

40

30

L1-fresh cat
L2-used 1x
L3-used 2x
L4-used 3x
L4a-used 4x

Y-1
100

25
98
Weight, %

20
15
10
5
0

SQE left 410 412 414 416 418
Mixture component

420 SQA

Fig. 12. Product composition after repeated use of
the catalyst, reaction time 4 h at 200°C and 20 bar,
Pd/ceramic
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to SQA (MW 422). L1 represents the analyses
of the reaction products using a fresh catalyst.
Subsequently, L2 to L4 represent runs 2 to 4 using
the same catalyst and conditions with a fresh feed.
L4a, however, corresponds to the product of the
reaction after thoroughly washing the catalyst with
xylene. Both activity and selectivity decreased
after each cycle. A significant regeneration of both
SQE conversion and selectivity towards production
of SQA was observed in L4a.
This experiment followed a thorough washing of
the catalyst attempting its regeneration. A likely
explanation for recovering the activity and selectivity
is that the washing had removed intermediates of
the reaction deposited on the surface of the catalyst.
Some waxes were observed in the final product,
which tended to dissolve in the feed when hot.
Thermogravimetric experiments showed the
presence of a product in the used catalyst after
one use that decomposed at ca. 250°C, as shown
in Figure 13.
In a continuous reactor, the temperature should
be kept above 85°C to avoid solidification of the
waxes that occur on the surface of the catalyst.
In conventional methods for production of SQE
using Ni as the reducing agent, the metal tends
to leach onto the final product. In order to avoid
toxic metal in the SQA, a costly cleaning step is
required after reduction. Although the process
presented in this paper is Ni free, it was necessary
to determine whether Pd leaches into the final
product. Various Pd compounds have been proven
to induce sensitisation in several animal species
(11). It was thus necessary to test the levels of Pd
present in the final SQA. The Pd content for L1 and
L4a were analysed by inductively coupled plasma

Temperature, ºC

temperatures, while the SQA yield reached only
54.5% at 160°C or 70% at 180°C respectively.
This observation most probably indicates that
the apparent activation energy of the subsequent
hydrogenation steps of individual C=C double
bonds increases with the degree of saturation.
Note that undesired side products of reaction such
as cyclosqualanes were not observed under these
conditions.
The effect of pressure is presented in Figure 11,
demonstrating that the formation of partially
saturated intermediates was favoured against SQE
at hydrogen pressure about 15 bar. Besides, high
pressure was necessary to reach high SQE yields.
The parametric study in a batch reactor provided
the necessary input about the optimal operating
conditions to conduct the SQE hydrogenation in a
continuous reactor.

–0.2
800

Fig. 13. Thermogravimetric study of Pd/ceramic
catalyst after one use
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Table IV Comparison of SQE Hydrogenation Performed in Continuous Reactors of Different
Scales
Unit

Trickle-bed
milli-reactor

Pilot-plant
reactor

Pilot-plant
reactor

Catalyst

–

Conventional

Conventional

3D printed

Reactor volume

ml

10

324

324

Reactor diameter

mm

8.5

22

22

Catalyst size

mm

Pellets 1 × 3 mm

Pellets 3 × 3 mm

3D printed

SQE flowrate
(20% in solvent)

g h–1

5.5

185

185

Temperature

°C

180

180

180

Pressure

bar

25

25

25

20

20

20

g–1SQE

Space velocity

mmolPd h

SQE conversion

%

99.5

100

100

SQA selectivity

%

69.8

89

95.7

(a)

(b)
30

Particle count

25
20
15
10
5
20 nm

0

1.60

2.40 3.20 4.00 4.80 5.60 more
Particle size, nm

Fig. 14. (a) TEM image for fresh catalyst; (b) particle size analysis for fresh catalyst

mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) to show levels of the
metal below 5 ppb. This proved the safety of using
this Pd catalyst for a cosmetic application. Both the
absence of Pd in the final product and the possibility
of regenerating the catalyst, suggested that the
catalyst was stable under the reaction conditions.

Continuous Hydrogenation
of Squalene in a Trickle-Bed
Milli-Reactor and a Pilot-Plant
A feasibility study was carried out to determine
whether it would be possible to perform the
hydrogenation of SQE in a continuous reactor.
A trickle-bed milli-reactor of a bed volume about
10 ml was employed to perform hydrogenation tests
with catalyst of conventional shape. The unit was
operated for several days while each experiment at
constant operating conditions took at least 6 h. At
180°C and 25 bar a stable SQE conversion 99.5%
with SQE yield 69.8% was obtained (see Table IV).
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Catalyst deactivation was not observed in
the trickle-bed milli-reactor. However, the
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images
of the spent catalyst showed a slight aggregation
of Pd particles after ca. 40 h of reaction, as
illustrated in Figures 14 and 15. Once the
hydrogenation process in continuous mode was
proven to be feasible in the trickle-bed millireactor, experiments in a pilot-plant of volume
324 ml were approached under the same operating
conditions.

Continuous Pilot-Plant Squalene
Hydrogenation
The pilot-plant for continuous hydrogenation of
SQE is an automated, computer-controlled system
(which was developed and built by Advanced
Machinery & Technology Chemnitz GmbH within
the project PRINTCR3DIT).
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Fig. 15. (a) TEM image for catalyst after ca. 40 h in trickle-bed milli-reactor; (b) particle size analysis for
catalyst after ca. 40 h in trickle-bed milli-reactor

drop was observed between the top and the bottom
of the reactor.
This conventional catalyst allowed an excellent
conversion of SQE into SQA at temperatures from
180°C to 240°C with a pressure of 25–30 bar.
However, adjusting the temperature to 240°C and
the pressure to 30 bar resulted in high conversion
with an acceptable level of isomerisation.

3D Printed Catalyst

Fig. 16. Schematic of the continuous pilot-plant for
SQE hydrogenation

With the aim of transferring the SQE hydrogenation
from conventional batch to a continuous method
a tubular reactor was the most suitable choice. It
can be run as a trickle-bed reactor. The reactor
itself is made of stainless steel. Solid catalyst can
be loaded from the top of the reactor. Figure 16
represents a schematic of the pilot plant, with the
reactor highlighted by the red line.

State-of-the-art Catalyst
For the purpose of a benchmark, a state-of-the-art
catalyst supported on conventional 3 mm pellets
form (see Table II) was loaded into the reactor.
The catalyst was obtained following a proprietary
synthetic method from Johnson Matthey. This was
compared with a catalyst prepared using a 3D
printed ceramic support. No significant pressure
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The 3D printed catalyst as a foam (see Table II)
was loaded into the reactor. The total weight of
the sample was 200 g, forming a catalyst bed of
75 cm high. As for the conventional catalyst, no
significant pressure drop was observed during this
trial between the top and the bottom of the bed.
Conversion and selectivity were high at low
temperatures with the 3D printed catalyst, which
differed from the low selectivity observed when
using conventional supports. The novel 3D printed
catalyst showed high selectivity towards SQA at
a temperature of 180°C and a pressure of 25 bar
(see Table IV). A possible explanation for this
improvement could be the fact that the geometry
of the foam enhanced the diffusion of SQE and
hydrogen on the surface of the metal.
The effect of temperature on the selectivity to
SQA was also investigated, as shown in Figure 17.
Operation at temperatures below 180°C allowed
good conversion of SQE. However, the selectivity
towards SQA becomes insufficient. Nevertheless,
at 240°C excellent conversion and selectivity were
obtained even for the 100 wt% vegetable SQE
feed.
The single load of 3D printed catalyst has produced
more than 15 kg of good quality SQA up to the time
of writing this article with no signs of deactivation.
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Fig. 17. Conversion of SQE and selectivity towards SQA at different temperatures, at liquid feed rate
250 g h–1, 75 wt% SQE in organic solvent, 25 bar, 3D printed catalyst

This suggests that the catalytically active phase
does not change during the process and the metal
does not significantly leach into the product. The
use of 3D printed technology allowed optimisation
of the reaction conditions and production of large
amounts of SQA using a more compact reactor
than current technologies.

Conclusions
In principle, it would be possible to carry out the
hydrogenation of SQE in a batch reactor with the
novel catalyst developed by Johnson Matthey.
However, it would require catalyst reactivation
between cycles. The use of a continuous reactor
presents the advantages of reusability of the
catalyst with no significant losses of activity or
selectivity. On the other hand, for a typical SQA
production plant, a batch reactor of ca. 1.5 m3
would be required, while a continuous system
could carry on the process with a volume of about
0.05 m3, 30 times smaller. Being able to control the
reaction rate along the reactor bed and preventing
formation of undesired isomers is a potential
advantage of the use of 3D printing technology.
The use of CFD modelling for the efficient design
of the support proved crucial in the success of
the experiments. Being able to directly print the
final catalytic support offered the advantage of
an alternative way to change the process, which
in turn, would allow higher levels of flexibility.
In addition, because of the use of a Pd catalyst,
the final product was Ni free, which removed the
cleaning step that would normally occur in the
manufacturing of SQA for the pharmaceutical and
cosmetic industries.
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et al. Additional important approaches to use Au
nanoparticles including surface functionalisation
with biomolecules for constructing other types
of biosensors (for example, electrochemical) is
discussed in Chapter 5 by F. Dridi (University of
Lyon, France) et al.
Au nanoparticles are known to be excellent
substrates
for
surface-enhanced
Raman
spectroscopy (SERS). A brief review of SERS based
nanobiosensors for food is given in Chapter 14 by
N. M. Kulshreshtha (Jaipur National University,
India) et al. Quantum dots (QDs) have very
distinctive size dependent fluorescence properties.
An interesting development is a QDs based
fluorescence biosensor, for example fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET) biosensors.
Chapter 20 by B. Bhattacharya (National
Institute of Food Technology Entrepreneurship
and Management, India) et al., gives a concise
but quite thorough theoretical background of the
fluorescence and metal based QDs and describes
the mechanism of QDs working as FRET probes.
The use of QDs for biosensors is also mentioned in
Chapter 9 by K. Rovina (University Malaysia Sabah,
Malaysia) et al. And in Chapter 16, in addition to
cadmium telluride nanoparticles, the burgeoning
studies of the relative new member of QDs, carbon
dots for biosensor development is introduced.
The use of other commonly studied nanoparticles,
for example carbon nanotubes, magnetic particles
as conjugative support of biomolecules are described
in Chapter 5 too. In Chapter 7 by K. Mistewicz
(Silesian University of Technology, Poland)
et al., the gas nanosensors based on functional
nanoparticles (for example, titanium dioxide,
tin(IV) oxide–zinc oxide or copper) formulations
are described. Particularly presented in detail
are humidity sensors built on nanocrystalline
antimony sulfoiodide, employing their conductive,
photoconductive, impedance or capacity properties
in the presence of water. Such gas nanosensors
may be used for packaging, resulting in smart and
intelligent packaging systems. Further, in this book,
Chapter 18 by T. Caon (Federal University of Santa
Catarina, Brazil) et al., is dedicated to discussing
intelligent packaging systems carrying either bionano- gas sensors or radio frequency identification
tags to monitor pathogens or contaminants in the
packaged food.

Nano-Bioactive Materials for Sensors
Bioactive materials are often an indispensable
element in many biosensors in its original sense.
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A notable progress in biosensor development is the
use of aptamers, short oligonucleotide sequences
(single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), RNA or peptide) as
bioreceptors of the sensors. The development of
the so-called aptasensors is reviewed in Chapter 2 by
G. A. Evtugyn (Kazan Federal University, Russia) et al.,
and in Chapter 3 by B. Hussain (Sabanci University,
Turkey) et al. Chapter 3 lists the advantages of
aptamers over monoclonal antibodies such as
stability, selectivity and the screening of aptamers
to obtain the tightest binding sequences from
random pool. The use of aptamers conjugated to
nanoparticles (for example, Au, carbon nanotubes)
for detecting foodborne pathogens, toxins and
allergens and in some cases even multiplexed
biosensors, are described in both Chapter 2, 3 as
well as Chapter 19 by R. B. Dominguez (Advanced
Materials Research Center, Mexico) et al., and
Chapter 9, with the advantages such as reliability
and efficiency shown.
The other type of biochemical-based sensor such
as enzyme-based sensors and antibody-based
sensors or immunosensors are also discussed in
Chapters 19 and 2. In Chapter 3 conventional
food contamination detection methods including
immunoassay and polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
based methods are described too, which may act
as a comparison.

Microarrays, Microfluidics and
Lab-on-a-Chip
One ultimate aim and advantage of testing and
analysing food is improving point of customer care
at high precision, high throughput and low cost.
The integration of biosensors with microfluidic
components leads to lab-on-a-chip which can
fulfil these combined benefits. Chapter 6 by
D. S. Correa (National Nanotechnology Laboratory
for Agribusiness, Brazil) et al., highlights the power
of microfluidics enhanced with biosensing. Some
developments in application in food analytics
is summarised. Further review of micro- and
nanotechnologies leading to progress of lab-ona-chip detection of food pathogens is reviewed
in Chapter 12 by N. C. Cady (SUNY Polytechnic
Institute, USA) et al.
Chapter 11 by N. Adányi (National Agricultural
Research and Innovation Center, Hungary) et al.,
presents the development of label-free optical
biosensor techniques based on evanescent field
effect biosensors. Various techniques, such
as reflectometric interference spectroscopy,
interferometry, optical waveguide lightmode
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spectroscopy, resonant mirrors, fibre optics, total
internal reflection ellipsometry and total internal
reflection fluorescence spectroscopy are discussed.
It has been pointed out that these techniques are
suitable for lab-on-a-chip application.
A complexity of food testing is that multi-analyte
analysis is often required. Multi-microarray analysis
is very helpful in meeting the requirements.
Chapter 1 by J. V. Ros-Lis (Polytechnic University of
Valencia, Spain) et al., demonstrates the sensorarray approach for food quality monitoring and
identification that mimics a mammalian olfactory
system. This is exampled by summarising the
studies of optoelectronic nose based on chromogenic
arrays made of dye chemicals loaded to nano- or
mesoporous inorganic support materials. The
sensor arrays are used to monitor the freshness
of poultry products and to identify the origin of
blue cheese with the aid of multivariant analysis.
Reasonably good results are obtained.

will benefit not only workers in food testing and
analysis but also broader areas of the chemical
and biosensing community, although it could
have potentially been further enriched with the
comments of the commercialisation status of the
biosensors discussed.

Final Remarks
Through
discussing
the
applications
of
nanotechnology in biosensor development for
food testing and analysis, the book presents a
very full list of sensor techniques. The volume
fulfils the series’ aims of bringing together the
most recent and innovative applications of
nanotechnology in the agri-food industry and
of presenting future perspectives in the design
of new or alternative foods. This is a book that

“Nanobiosensors”

The Reviewers
Dr Chun-tian Zhao is a senior polymer and colloid scientist and research team leader at
Tracerco, a Johnson Matthey company.

Patrick Daubinger works for Johnson Matthey in the areas of medical components technical
sales and business development. He obtained his Master’s degree from the University
of Freiburg, Germany in 2013, where he conducted research on hierarchical platinum
nanostructures for biosensor applications. His work on hierarchical nanostructures resulted
in various publications and he holds a patent in this field.
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Johnson Matthey Highlights
A selection of recent publications by Johnson Matthey R&D staff and
collaborators

On-Board Generation of Hydrogen to Improve
In-Cylinder Combustion and After-Treatment
Efficiency and Emissions Performance of a Hybrid
Hydrogen–Gasoline Engine
J.-C. Martin, P. Millington, B. Campbell, L. Barron
and S. Fisher, Int. J. Hydrogen Energy, 2019, 44,
(25), 12880
Hydrogen on-board fuel reforming was identified
as a waste energy recovery technology. H2 and
carbon monoxide were added to a conventional
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system to
simulate a reformed EGR (rEGR) system. Specific
concentrations of H2 and CO were chosen
to be achievable at typical gasoline exhaust
temperatures. The rEGR system was shown to be
a viable commercial option capable of stabilising
combustion, improving engine efficiency and
reducing harmful emissions. The calorific value of
the fuel was shown to increase by 28% as the
result of complete fuel reformation.
Continuous Flow Aerobic Oxidation of Benzyl
Alcohol on Ru/Al2O3 Catalyst in a Flat Membrane
Microchannel Reactor: An Experimental and
Modelling Study

Evaluation of Operational Cycles for Long-Term
Run of a Tar Removal Catalytic System
C. P. B. Quitete, V. L. Ximenes, A. M. Steele and
M. M. V. M. Souza, Chem. Eng. Technol., 2019,
42, (5), 980
Early deactivation of catalysts during the tar
removal step of biomass gasification experiments
is an issue at the pilot and demo scale. To prevent
this, a method was developed using toluene as
a tar model compound in a bench-scale micro
activity unit. A commercial Pt catalyst with
Ce- Zr-Al supports was used. Regeneration and
reactivation periods were alternated with nitrogen,
hydrogen and steam. Operational cycles were
used for toluene steam reforming to reach a longterm run. The results from this work will benefit
pilot-plant studies and impact regeneration and
reactivation procedures.
4D Visualisation of in situ Nano-Compression of
Li-Ion Cathode Materials to Mimic Early Stage
Calendering

G. Wu, E. Cao, P. Ellis, A. Constantinou, S. Kuhn
and A. Gavriilidis, Chem. Eng. Sci., 2019, 201, 386

S. R. Daemi, X. Lu, D. Sykes, J. Behnsen, C. Tan,
A. Palacios-Padros, J. Cookson, E. Petrucco, P. J.
Withers, D. J. L. Brett and P. R. Shearing, Mater.
Horiz., 2019, 6, (3), 612

An experimental and theoretical study was
performed on a flat Teflon AF-2400 membrane
microchannel reactor for alcohol oxidation on a
5 wt% Ru/Al2O3 catalyst. Separated gas and liquid
channels ensured a continuous supply of oxygen
throughout the experiment and helped to prevent
the mixing of gaseous oxygen with organic
reactants. Experimental data from a catalyst
stability test were used to estimate the kinetics of
benzyl alcohol oxidation with a 2D reactor model.
A theoretical study was performed on mass
transfer and catalytic reaction in the membrane
microchannel reactor and the controlling process
was found to be oxygen transverse mass transport
in the catalyst bed.

Lithium-ion battery electrodes are calendered after
manufacturing and the influence of this on the
resulting microstructure is relatively unknown. A
novel technique is presented to 3D-image battery
electrodes in situ during uniaxial compression
using X-ray nano-computed tomography. A
combination of novel sample preparation
techniques, a nano-mechanical stage and digital
volume correlation allowed the electrode strain to
be tracked during compression (Figure 1). This
work provides insight into the mechanical behaviour
of electrodes and into the industrial calendering
process. Further study and understanding in
these areas will lead to design and performance
optimisation of Li-ion electrodes.
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Fig. 1. (a–c) surface rendering of the sample with the strain mapped on the surface as well as the vector field in the
z-direction representative of each slice; (d) virtual slice of the uncompressed dataset; (e) and (f) volume rendering of
the correlation coefficient (CC) map, given by the average CC for each correlation sub-volume. The black box highlights
the same low correlation zone in all images. Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Modeling, Development, and Testing of a 2 MW
Polymeric Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell Plant
Fueled with Hydrogen from a Chlor-Alkali Industry
S. Campanari, G. Guandalini, J. Coolegem, J. ten
Have, P. Hayes and A. H. Pichel, J. Electrochem.
Energy Convers. Storage, 2019, 16, (4), 041001
Hydrogen is produced as a byproduct of the chloralkali industry and this has the potential to feed a
PEM fuel cell. In this study, a large-scale (2 MW)
PEM fuel cell power plant fuelled with hydrogen is
installed at the site of chlor-alkali manufacturing.
The plant is first modelled to allow for the study
of different operational strategies and to find the
optimal operating setpoint for the plant. The model
also predicts fuel cell stack behaviour and simulates
pressure drops, auxiliary consumptions and
operating conditions of components. The model is
validated by experimental results. Indicators such
as hydrogen consumption, energy production and
efficiency are discussed.
Syngas Conditioning by Ceramic Filter Candles
Filled with Catalyst Pellets and Placed Inside the
Freeboard of a Fluidized Bed Steam Gasifier
E. Savuto, A. Di Carlo, A. Steele, S. Heidenreich,
K. Gallucci and S. Rapagnà, Fuel Process. Technol.,
2019, 191, 44
Syngas is produced from organic wastes via
gasification. This process also generates unwanted
byproducts such as tar and particulates which can
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hinder the utilisation of the syngas. This study
aimed to remove these byproducts by inserting
a ceramic filter candle filled with nickel-catalyst
pellets into a bench-scale fluidised bed reactor.
Tests lasting 4 h were performed with the candle
partially and fully filled with the catalyst. Different
operating conditions were also examined. The best
results were observed for a partially filled candle
at high temperatures, with residual tar reduced to
250 mg Nm–3. Deactivation of the Ni-catalyst was
not observed during the tests.
Efficient Experimental Approach to Evaluate Mass
Transfer Limitations for Monolithic DOCs
M. Walander, J. Sjöblom, D. Creaser, B. Lundberg,
S. Tamm and J. Edvardsson, Top. Catal., 2019, 62,
(1–4), 391
Monolithic DOCs (Pt/γ-Al2O3) were used to study
internal mass transfer limitations during NO
oxidation using a synthetic-gas catalyst test bench.
Internal mass transfer limitations were evaluated
by experimental data obtained via a quick and
straightforward test method. The ratio of reaction
time constant to washcoat diffusion time constant
helped to identify the temperatures where the
transition between a kinetically controlled region
and an internal mass transfer control region
occurred in the DOCs. Internal mass transfer
significantly limited NO conversion at 175ºC for an
average washcoat thickness of 110 µm.
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Structural Selectivity of Supported Pd Nanoparticles
for Catalytic NH3 Oxidation Resolved Using
Combined Operando Spectroscopy
E. K. Dann, E. K. Gibson, R. H. Blackmore, C.
R. A. Catlow, P. Collier, A. Chutia, T. E. Erden, C.
Hardacre, A. Kroner, M. Nachtegaal, A. Raj, S. M.
Rogers, S. F. R. Taylor, P. Thompson, G. F. Tierney,
C. D. Zeinalipour-Yazdi, A. Goguet and P. P. Wells,
Nature Catal., 2019, 2, (2), 157
The selectivity of supported Pd catalysts to N2 was
investigated using operando X-ray absorption fine
structure spectroscopy, on-line mass spectrometry
and diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier-transform
spectroscopy. High N2 selectivity was observed due
to the insertion of nitrogen into the Pd nanoparticle
structure at low temperatures (<200ºC). At high
temperatures (>280ºC) adsorbed nitrates form at
the surface of bulk PdO nanoparticles and this is
linked to the unwanted formation of NO. Selective
catalytic oxidation of NH3 to N2 is a potential
resolution for the abatement of unused NH3-based
reductants from diesel exhaust after treatment
and this study has clarified the selectivity-directing
structure of supported Pd catalysts for this process.
Fluoride Binding by an Anionic Receptor: Tuning
the Acidity of Amide NH Groups for Basic Anion
Hydrogen Bonding and Recognition
R. Montis, A. Bencini, S. J. Coles, L. Conti, L. Fusaro,
P. A. Gale, C. Giorgi, P. N. Horton, V. Lippolis, L. K.
Mapp and C. Caltagirone, Chem. Commun., 2019,
55, (19), 2745
A family of bis-amide receptors containing
carboxylic acid groups close to the amide function
are presented, for the purpose of anion binding. The
acidity of amide NH groups was shown to decrease
with deprotonation of the carboxylic acids. The anion
binding ability of the deprotonated receptors was
then activated and the receptors had a selectivity
for fluoride complexation. The proposed systems in
this study demonstrate a novel example of anionic
receptors able to bind anions though H-bonding.
On the High Structural Heterogeneity of FeImpregnated Graphitic-Carbon Catalysts from Fe
Nitrate Precursor
R. Arrigo and M. E. Schuster, Catalysts, 2019, 9,
(4), 303
This study used near-edge X-ray absorption
fine structure spectroscopy, core-level X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy and atomic resolution
electron microscopy to investigate graphitesupported Fe-based materials from Fe nitrate
precursors. A number of different chemical
phases, particle sizes and morphologies were
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identified. Large agglomerates of an oxy-hydroxide
ferrihydrite-like phase were observed together
with thermally stable single atoms and few atoms
clusters. Transformation of the poorly ordered
oxy-hydroxide phase into several oxide phases was
induced thermally. Thermally stable N impurities
were retained in the structure as Fe-N-O bonds.
The high heterogeneity identified in these catalysts
can be explained by the structural dynamic induced
by thermal treatment and the nature of interactions
with the support.
Experimental and Computational Study of DOC on
CSF for Heavy Duty Diesel Applications
S. Sethuraman, S. Sitamraju, Y. M. Lopez-De Jesus
and P. Markatou, SAE Technical Paper 2019-010586, SAE International, Warrendale, USA, 2nd
April, 2019
The performance benefits and challenges of DOC
on CSF were investigated by comparison with a
DOC + CSF system and a DOC + bare DPF system.
The DOC on CSF was optimised for passive soot
oxidation and NO oxidation performance and the
underlying mechanisms of the technology were
demonstrated using simulations and experimental
data. In comparison to DOC + CSF and DOC + DPF,
the passive soot oxidation characteristics of DOC on
CSF were similar or better under certain conditions.
The DOC on CSF demonstrated lower active
regeneration efficiency, the result of increasing
temperatures along the length of the part during
fuel injection.
Investigation of the Dynamics of 1-Octene
Adsorption at 293 K in a ZSM-5 Catalyst by Inelastic
and Quasielastic Neutron Scattering
A. P. Hawkins, A. J. O’Malley, A. Zachariou, P.
Collier, R. A. Ewings, I. P. Silverwood, R. F. Howe,
S. F. Parker and D. Lennon, J. Phys. Chem. C, 2019,
123, (1), 417
Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) and quasielastic
neutron scattering (QENS) were used to study the
properties of 1-octene adsorbed in zeolite ZSM- 5
at 293 K to understand interactions related to the
zeolite solid acid catalysis of fluidised catalytic
cracking reactions. At ambient temperatures,
significant changes of bonding on adsorption were
observed between the INS spectrum and those
recorded for the solid alkene. This can be credited
to the formation of a medium chain n-alkane or
n-alkane cation via oligomerisation of the adsorbed
1-octene. A temperature-dependant fraction of the
oligomers can rotate around their long axis within
the pore channels. This was demonstrated through
QENS analysis.
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Progress in Active Ingredient Formulations
Towards smart stimuli-responsive formulations

Mark D. Ashton, John G. Hardy*

Department of Chemistry and Materials
Science Institute, Faraday Building, Lancaster
University, Lancaster, LA1 4YB, UK
*Email: j.g.hardy@lancaster.ac.uk
The formulation and delivery of the biologically
active ingredients (AIs) (for example, agrochemicals
and active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs)) is
an inherently interdisciplinary area of research
and development. In this short review we discuss
the evolution of AI and API delivery systems
towards smart stimuli-responsive formulations
with precisely controlled delivery for specific
applications. We also highlight a few examples of
such systems using AIs from Johnson Matthey’s
controlled substance and API portfolio.

Introduction
The study of medicine has a long history, with the
first records of physicians in Egypt (Hesy-Ra the first
recorded male physician in ca. 2700 BCE; Peseshet
the first recorded female physician in ca. 2400 BCE)

and important examples of prescriptions for
medications (for example the Ramesseum medical
papyrus in ca. 1800 BCE; the Kahun Papyrus in
ca. 1800 BCE; the Ebers Papyrus in ca. 1550 BCE
and the Edwin Smith Papyrus, 1500 BCE) also
from Egypt. Important contributions to medicine
have been made by researchers worldwide, with
Nobel Prizes in Physiology or Medicine awarded to
researchers from Africa, Asia, Australasia, Europe,
North America and South America (see Table I).
While early medications were all natural
products, the industry supporting the production
of medications on large scales is inextricably
linked to the chemical sciences, with companies in
Europe (for instance, Merck & Co, Bayer and BASF
in Germany; Ciba-Geigy, Roche and Sandoz in
Switzerland; and Beecham Group, GlaxoSmithKline,
Burroughs and Wellcome in the UK) and the USA
(Eli Lilly and company, Pfizer and Squibb) making
important early contributions (1). While the scale
of the industry and complex developments in
regulations and mergers are outside the scope of
this review, it is noteworthy that the industry has a
hugely beneficial economic impact (worldwide the
pharmaceutical industry employs millions of people
and has a revenue that exceeded US$1000 billion

Table I First Examples of Nobel Laureates in Physiology or Medicine from Specific
Geographic Regions
Year

Laureate

Country

Justification

Geographic
region

1901

Emil Adolf von Behring

Germany

For work on serum therapy

Europe

1902

Ronald Ross

UK, India

For work on malaria

Europe, Asia

1923

Fredrick Grant Banting, John
James Rickard Macleod

Canada,
UK

For the discovery of insulin

North America,
Europe

1945

Alexander Fleming, Ernst Boris
Chain, Howard Waiter Florey

UK,
Australia

For the discovery of penicillin

Europe,
Australasia

1947

Carl Ferdinand Cori, Gery Theresa
Cori, Bernardo Alberto Houssay

USA,
Argentina

For their discovery of the course
of the catalytic conversion of
glycogen

North America,
South America

1951

Max Theiler

South
Africa

For discoveries concerning yellow
fever and how to combat it

Africa
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every year from 2014) and health and societal
impacts (such as improvements in life expectancy).
The success of this industry is contingent
on significant investment in research and
development (R&D) processes (2). The bioactive
molecule discovery process involves identification
of lead compounds plus design and synthesis of
variants to screen their therapeutic potential. The
bioactive development process is used to establish
the suitability of the bioactive manufacturing
process, including: appropriate design of
synthetic route answering such questions as
whether it is affordable and if the building blocks
are available from a reliable source, identification
and toxicology of intermediates and impurities
(3). Early stage bioactive discovery (technology
readiness levels (TRLs) 1–4) is carried out by
researchers in academia and industry; late
stage development (particularly to increase
the selectivity, bioavailability and therapeutic
efficiency of the compounds) (4) is most often
carried out by industry, with formulation studies
and in vitro and in vivo validation studies carried
out either in house or outsourced to an academic
or industrial contractor prior to clinical trials in
collaboration with health services (for example,
the National Health Service (NHS) in the UK)
and regulatory bodies depending on the specific
market (5). The bioactive molecule industry is
constantly evolving to deal with national and
international regulations and the scrutiny of
healthcare organisations (6). New synthetic
strategies and analytical and computational
techniques allow for the exploration of an everwider range of bioactives which pose both
challenges and opportunities for companies
active in this highly competitive market.
The remainder of this review will focus on
the formulation of AIs in agrochemical and

pharmaceutical formulations (also known as
active substances, bioactives, bulk actives, APIs
and drugs), primarily for application to humans
(cognisant of the vast market for formulations
of bioactives for agrochemical and veterinary
applications and different requirements in terms of
formulation methodology and regulations).

API Delivery System Development
Organisms are controlled on the cellular level by
a multitude of bioactive molecules. It is highly
likely that throughout an organism’s lifetime one
of these systems will falter due to disease or injury
and a therapeutic API could be employed to aid in
the recovery of normal function (7). The complex
nature of an organism’s cells and physiology
provide many opportunities for API intervention
(for instance, specific intracellular functions)
when required to affect the desired response (7).
APIs have a therapeutic window (as depicted in
Figure 1). Below the therapeutic window we
observe the subtherapeutic region in which an
API is ineffective at providing the desired effect,
whereas above the therapeutic window unwanted
side effects and toxicity may be observed (8).
The formulation of APIs to deliver quantities
of the API within the therapeutic regime is of
key importance to their clinical translation and
success. Formulations can be divided into two
broad categories: non-synthetic formulations (the
most common) where the API is used unmodified
in combination with other ingredients in order
to achieve the desired effect (see Table II for
examples);
or synthetic formulations, where
the API is synthetically modified to impart the
desired properties, for example, prodrugs (14).
Formulations need to be tailored to suit their route
of administration such as inhalation, injection,

Drug concentration

Drug release profile 1
Drug release profile 2
Model DDS

Adverse
effects
Therapeutic
window

Sub
therapeutic

Time

Fig. 1. Examples of release profiles
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solubility and absorption) (17, 18) and patient
compliance (of growing importance with ageing
populations worldwide) highlight the market need
for controllable API delivery systems for medical or
veterinary applications, similarly for agrochemical
applications (19). Indeed, API delivery systems
that reduce the number of administrations required
offer potentially significant economic, health and
societal impacts (20).
Researchers based in industry and academia
have therefore invested significant effort in
the development of API delivery systems to
address these issues, which are often classified
generationally, with first generation delivery
systems
developed
between
1950–1980,
second generation delivery systems developed
between 1980–2010 and third generation
delivery
systems
developed
from
2010
onwards (21–23). The first case of controlled
API release was published by Smith, Kline &
French, USA, when they demonstrated the ability
to release dextroamphetamine (Figure 2) over
a 12 h period in 1952 (24). The success of this
breakthrough prompted an investigation of new
controlled API delivery systems designed to reduce
intake to once or twice a day and mechanisms of
API release (osmosis, ion-exchange, diffusion and

Table II Examples of Clinically Translated
Stimuli-Responsive Formulation
Systems
Stimulus

Treatment

Reference

Radiation

Radiotherapy

(9)

Light

Photodynamic therapy

(10)

Electricity

Electroconvulsive therapy (11)

Ultrasound Sonograms

(12)

Infrared

(13)

Thermography

oral or transdermal. For humans, oral intake is by
far the most popular, providing fast release, cost
effectiveness and relatively high patient compliance
(15). The fast release provided by traditional
methods of API delivery such as inhalation,
injection, oral and transdermal can be beneficial for
pain relief, however they often require the patient
to take a relatively high dose of an API to ensure
a small amount of the API reaches the desired
location to elicit the desired therapeutic response
(16). This may also result in issues related to
API clearance from the body (metabolised or
excreted via the renal system) which can limit
the duration the API is within the therapeutic
window. Other factors including the biological and
physicochemical properties of the APIs (such as
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dissolution) (25). By understanding these release
mechanisms it was possible to begin to control
the physicochemical characteristics of API delivery
systems and thereby the release profiles of the
APIs. While first generation API delivery systems
delivered their payloads at a predetermined rate
that was often short and did not account for
patient needs or varying physiological conditions
(8), second generation API delivery systems are
characterised by attempts to control the level
of API within target tissues above the minimum
effective level for prolonged periods. The
maintenance of the minimum effective level is
important not only to ensure the benefit of the
API to the patient over an extended period of
time, but also to prevent the onset of side effects
and immune responses. An interesting example
of this is a formulation capable of sustained
release of quetiapine (Figure 2, which is used
in the treatment of schizophrenia) that has
reduced the administration regime to a single
dose per day, diminishing problems with patient
compliance (26, 27).
Second generation API delivery systems also
include examples capable of delivering high
molecular weight APIs (peptides, proteins and
DNA) potentially from hydrogel- or nanoparticlebased API delivery systems, that were optionally
cell-targeted or stimuli-responsive (25). The third
generation API delivery systems are characterised
by efforts to: deliver poorly soluble APIs;
tightly control release kinetics (for example via
application of one or more external stimuli); and
overcome biological barriers (such as the bloodbrain barrier) (23, 25).
An ideal API delivery system would be a source of
a specific amount of API to a precise location with
temporal control, thereby allowing maintenance of
a minimum effective level of the API for the duration
required to have its therapeutic effect (illustrated
in Figure 1) (28). Different situations require
different API release profiles and application- or
patient-specific API delivery profiles are desirable
for the medical, veterinary and agrochemical
industries (29).
API delivery systems incorporating polymers
have been developed for first, second and third
generation of delivery systems and polymers
of various architectures are key components
of both non-synthetic (such as aerosols,
dispersions, emulsions, foams and suspensions)
and synthetic formulations (for instance, as a
polymer prodrug). The pioneering research of
Robert Langer and coworkers underpins the
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development of polymer- based drug delivery
systems (DDS) in academic and industrial settings
(30–32). Polymer chemistry and engineering
to tailor the structures of polymers for specific
applications is an area of intense ongoing research
interest (33), particularly with a view to developing
API delivery systems that provide control over the
quantity, location and time of API delivery (34).
Polymer-based API delivery systems can enhance
the duration of activity for APIs with short halflives (28). API delivery systems that encapsulate
a payload of API and break down at a predictable
rate can be utilised for a variety of therapeutic
agents, particularly when displaying a moiety
that targets the API to specific cells or tissues
(35). Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, Figure 2) is a
polymer often conjugated to macromolecular APIs
(commonly known as PEGylation) (36) to enhance
their half-lives by reducing their rate of clearance
via the renal system and eliciting minimal
inflammatory response (37).
The utilisation of biodegradable and bioerodible
polymers such as poly(caprolactone) (PCL,
Figure 2), poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid)
(PLGA, Figure 2) and PEG that respond to
enzymes such as esterases and lipases are now
very popular as a result of their biocompatibility in
vivo reducing the immune response and averting
systemic toxicity (38, 39). Cisplatin (Figure 2)
(40) is a common anticancer API that has proved
effective in the treatment of a variety of tumours
however its inherent toxicity and resistance
limitations have prevented the full potential of
this API being reached (41). A recent study into
the construction of platinum(IV)-encapsulated
prostate-targeted nanoparticles of PLGA-PEG
functionalised with prostate-specific membrane
antigen (PSMA) targeting aptamers was found
to help optimise the delivery of a lethal dose of
cisplatin to prostate cancer cells (41). The use of
these polymeric agents in this manner not only
provides controlled breakdown of the DDS giving
slow release of the API but also provides specific
targeting of cancer cells.
Other physicochemical triggers (for instance,
pH) are also of interest for API delivery
systems. Cancer cells are associated with a
lower pH (normally ca. 5/6) than normal cells
thus making pH sensitive API delivery systems
desirable as damage to healthy cells can be
minimised (42). Likewise, the acidic milieu
within dental caries-producing biofilms are
another situation in which pH can be a useful
trigger for oral drug delivery (43).
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API Delivery Systems for Specific
Contexts
Oral API Delivery Systems
Oral administration of APIs necessitates the stability
of the API and its respective acidic and basic
components in the digestive tract and effective
permeation of cell membranes (44). Ion-exchange
systems have been investigated for their ability
to act as API delivery systems, wherein once the
API reaches the gastrointestinal tract the body’s
salts displace the API allowing it to pass through
the cell membrane in a controlled manner (20).
However, human physiology makes API delivery
via gastrointestinal (GI) tract challenging (45). The
short GI transit time (ca. 12 h) makes the delivery
of macromolecular therapeutics such as proteins
and nucleic acids difficult (45). The limitations
of API delivery in the GI tract (44) have helped
to shape the development of polymer-based API
delivery systems to deliver macromolecules such
as insulin orally or via inhalation (46, 47).
An ideal API delivery system would allow a patient
to monitor and administer drugs (such as insulin)
on demand with control over the dose and no need
for invasive injections. Variations of these are
currently being developed for the self-regulated
treatment of diabetes (48).

Transdermal API Delivery Systems
Transdermal patches were amongst the first
systems to be available to patients with APIs being
attached to an adhesive patch before delivering
a specific dose through the patient’s skin and
into the bloodstream (49). Transdermal patches
enable controlled release via a porous membrane
slowly releasing an API from a reservoir within
the patch. The first transdermal patch was FDA
approved in 1979 for the delivery of prescription
API scopolamine (Figure 2) for the treatment
of motion sickness (50). Nowadays, many APIs
are administered via transdermal patches (for
example, Daytrana, EMSAM, Exelon and
fentanyl, Figure 2) covering a wide range of
medical conditions from Alzheimer’s to attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (51).
Whilst API delivery from transdermal patches
is effective, the skin is a barrier to entry from
external bodies which results in a high proportion
of the API being prevented from entering the
body and a reduced therapeutic efficiency (49).
One solution to this problem is the utilisation of
chemical enhancers (49) to alter the permeability
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of an API, for example, the skin permeability of
oestradiol (Figure 2) can be increased twentyfold via formulation with ethanol (52). A common
side effect of the use of chemical enhancers is
skin irritation at the site of the patch which may
make the use of the enhancer non-viable. Another
method is to chemically modify the structure of the
API to improve its permeability; however, this can
be difficult, expensive and time consuming (53).
The use of arrays of microneedles for transdermal
delivery is increasingly popular because of their
broad applicability and minimal pain (54).
The use of microneedles in drug delivery began
in the 1990s as a result of the emergence of
microfabrication techniques that enable their
manufacture (55). Microneedles are used in a
variety of medical systems including skin pretreatment for increased permeability, drug coated
needles and drug encapsulated needles (55).
Microneedles are now widespread in drug delivery
having shown the ability to give controlled release
of a wide range of low molecular weight drugs
and vaccines (55). The delivery of the influenza
vaccine using a microneedle is common in modern
medicine (56). Microneedle delivery depends on
a variety of factors including skin permeation,
drug stability, drug storage and patient response
(55). This emerging field of medicinal chemistry
shows great promise in forwarding the field of
drug delivery.

Injectable and Implantable API
Delivery Systems
Injectable and implantable API delivery systems
are particularly useful for conditions requiring the
delivery of APIs to specific sites within the organism.
Many APIs suffer from an inability to reach the
required site of action due to a biological barrier
(for example, the blood-brain barrier). Parkinson’s
disease caused by dopamine deficiency cannot be
treated by administration of dopamine because it
does not cross the blood-brain barrier, however, the
prodrug levodopa (Figure 2) is capable of crossing
the blood-brain barrier after which it is metabolised
to dopamine (Figure 2) (57).
Likewise, <2% of the administered dosage of
naltrexone (Figure 2), an API used in the treatment
of opioid dependence reaches the brain and
naltrexone-polymer conjugates can increase the
amount of API working at the site of action resulting
in US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval
for use for the treatment of alcohol dependence
(2006) and opioid dependence (2010) (58).
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Implanting API delivery systems at or near the
desired site helps to maximise local delivery and
minimise undesirable side effects. A polymer-based
API delivery system known as Ocusert which controls
the release of pilocarpine (Figure 2) and reduces
pressure in the eyes (59); implantation of pilocarpine
encapsulated between two polymer membranes
controlled the release at a rate of 20 mg h–1 for
up to a week (59). Several polymeric versions of
the Ocusert delivery system exist, all capable of
delivering pilocarpine in a controlled manner with
differing release profiles. Early uses of this system
were limited by poor biodegradability, however, new
formulations of biodegradable polymers have helped
to improve degradation profiles (60).
Biodegradable polymers (such as poly(anhydrides)
and polyesters) used for polymer-based API
delivery systems can slowly degrade and release
APIs (for example, carmustine (Figure 2) a
chemotherapeutic treatment for brain cancer) and
carmustine-loaded polyanhydride films directly at
the tumour site were shown to significantly improve
patient survival rates when treating glioblastoma
multiforme (61).
PGLA has also been used in the controlled
delivery of the API apomorphine (Figure 2) which
is used in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease
(62). Apomorphine has poor oral availability and a
short half-life, resulting in multiple administrations
being required which limits its widespread usage,
therefore controlled release methods are used to
overcome this shortcoming (62). The use of PGLA
prevents the burst release of apomorphine and
increases longevity of the API within the target
tissues (62). This system demonstrated controlled
release of the API over ten days, releasing 90% of
the payload.

Stimuli-Responsive API Delivery
Systems
The investigation of smart devices in medicine has
probed the use of API delivery systems that can
control API release using an external stimulus or
by interactions between the API delivery systems
and changes in their environment. By implanting
a biocompatible device within the patient and
then triggering API release externally, the patient
would be provided with the therapeutic benefit over
an extended period of time. An ideal API delivery
system would allow control of the dosage, timing,
duration and site of API release, resulting in delivery
of the therapeutic agent in a remote and noninvasive manner. A range of stimuli can be used to
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trigger API release including pH, infrared (IR) (63),
ultraviolet (UV)-visible light (64, 65) magnetism
(66), temperature (67), ultrasound (68), electric
fields (69) and radiation (70). Many of these stimuli
are already utilised in clinically translated API delivery
systems (Table II). The development of API delivery
systems that respond to these stimuli and provide
the controlled release of loaded APIs potentially
improves treatment efficiency and diminishes or
prevents the onset of side effects. There are API
delivery systems that respond to multiple stimuli
to further improve selectivity for specific functions
(71), see below for a fuller discussion.
Another emerging aspect of formulation science
involves the use of shape memory materials
(SMMs). SMMs demonstrate plastic deformation
when stimulated by an external stimulus and
return to their original shape upon removal of the
stimuli (72). Shape memory polymers (SMPs) are
stimuli responsive compounds which are able to
demonstrate mechanical action in response to a
range of stimuli depending on the material make up.
SMPs offer a range of advantages including; wide
glass transition states, tailored stiffness, high shape
recovery, high elastic deformation, biodegradability,
biocompatibility and low thermal conductivity
(72). The ability of these materials to assume a
specific shape upon triggering can be utilised for
drug delivery. PCL and poly(lactide) (Figure 2)
are often utilised in medical SMPs as they have
distinctive glass transition states and are inherently
biodegradable and biocompatible (73). The use of
these polymers in SMPs can assist in drug delivery
via two mechanisms: either the shape recovery of
the polymer enhances drug release or the polymer
facilitates delivery of the drug delivery device to
the body in a minimally invasive manner (73). The
incorporation of a drug into a SMP delivery system
has been demonstrated to affect performance of the
DDS however controlled release is still possible. The
use of SMPs in urethral stents has been demonstrated
using the SMP as a method of controlled release
of anti-inflammatory drugs (74). This method
demonstrated the ability of SMPs to show controlled
release of a drug and upon completion degradation
into non-toxic products (74). This example highlights
the potential use of SMPs in drug delivery and wider
medicinal applications (75).

Light-Responsive API Delivery
Systems
Light triggered API delivery systems are very
popular in the literature due to their ability to
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provide temporal and spatial control, functioning
via various mechanisms including photochemical,
photoisomerisation
and
photothermal
(76).
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is one of the most
well-established techniques and uses light in
the UV-visible spectrum to treat skin and throat
cancers (77). PDT is less effective when attempting
to affect deeper set tumours such as prostate and
liver cancers for which light in the IR spectrum is
preferable as a result of its relatively low absorption
by mammalian tissues (63).
Photochemical API delivery systems release a
therapeutic payload upon covalent bond cleavage
in response to light irradiation (76). An example of
such chemistry is the cleavage of an o-nitrobenzyl
ester derivative releasing a carboxylic acid
(Figure 3). The carboxylic acid-displaying molecule
was released over several hours at surface power
of 1.3 mW cm–2, however when increasing the
power to 20 mW cm–2 release was only observed
over 5 min (78). This system demonstrates a high
degree of control that shows promise in being
utilised in API delivery studies.
A library of photo-responsive units have been
explored for API delivery including coumarin,
pyridylmethyl esters and porphyrins, all of which
contain readily cleavable covalent bonds (79).
Photo-responsive API delivery systems function
on the requirement of light with a wavelength
that possess sufficient energy per photon to affect
the breakage of covalent bonds (80), making UV
(81) and visible light (79) popular triggers. One of
the most prevalent problems with light triggered
API delivery systems is the relatively poor tissue
penetration of UV and visible light, this has been
addressed by the development of near-infrared
(NIR) API delivery systems (82). NIR is only
fractionally adsorbed by biological tissues thus
allowing it to trigger API release in deeper areas
of the body (82). Almutairi et al. report the use
of a UV responsive nanoparticle DDS in which
nintedanib (Figure 2), a drug used in the treatment
of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, is released over
ten weeks (83). The nanoparticles were shown to

NO2
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O
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O
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O

Fig. 3. Photochemical cleavage of an o-nitrobenzyl
ester yielding an o-nitrosobenzaldehyde derivative
and an API displaying a carboxylic acid
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be biocompatible with no adverse effects observed
despite the extended period of implantation (83).
Photo-responsive hydrogel-based API delivery
systems (84) offer the opportunity to deliver
sensitive bioactive macromolecules (84) and
minimise the body’s immune response. A
recent trend in the literature points towards the
development of systems that do not require the
use of UV as a result of the risk it poses to the skin
and eyes. The use of NIR and visible light triggered
systems are increasingly popular in photochemical
API delivery due to reduced risk associated with
these triggers (85).
Whilst a great deal of progress has been made
in the field of photochemical API delivery many
problems still persist and must be overcome before
these systems are fully utilised in modern medicine.
Early attempts at photochemical triggering often
resulted in one effective dosage of the API before
the system is empty, however new innovative
systems have demonstrated pulsatile delivery
with few adverse effects. Tissue penetration is
still a problem in this field with visible light-based
systems limited to the skin, throat and nose (63).
As with all new systems being introduced to the
body, biocompatibility is a huge stumbling block.
Even the most biocompatible systems generate
some form of immune response, sometimes in
the form of inflammation but others can be more
serious and so systems must be vetted fully before
use. Despite these problems, photochemical API
delivery remains a very popular research area with
huge progress being made throughout this field.

Electro-Responsive API Delivery
Systems
Early attempts to develop stimuli responsive
systems included the development of conducting
polymers which were theorised to be able to release
an API upon triggering with an electrical stimulus.
Polypyrrole (PPy) in its conducting (oxidised) form
allows oppositely charged ions to be doped into
the polymer backbone which was pioneered by
the Miller Group in 1984, who demonstrated their
ability to release glutamate ions (Figure 2) via
the reduction of PPy (Figure 4) films (86). The
cationic PPy is doped with anionic or neutral API
molecules. When an electric current is applied to
the system the polymer changes redox state and
the API is released in order to charge balance the
system (87).
The sensitivity of electroactive species can be
manipulated to create a range of API release
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Fig. 4. Redox switching of PPy releasing API dopants

profiles through redox switching. Despite the
widespread usage of PPy as an API delivery agent
it is difficult to process due to its poor solubility in
most solvents. Many attempts have been made to
improve the solubility of PPy with limited success
(88). PPy is also non-biodegradable and therefore
can be difficult to remove from the patient’s
system once all the loaded API has been used (89).
The success of utilising PPy films as API delivery
agents prompted an investigation into other
polymers such as polyaniline (PANi, Figure 2) (90)
and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT,
Figure 2) (91) with varying degrees of success.
The biocompatibility of the polymers and the
amount and molecular weight of API that can be
loaded onto these films are areas of current research
(92, 93), as is the generation of biodegradable
versions (94, 95).

Multi-Responsive API Delivery
Systems
Whilst single stimuli responsive systems are very
useful, they are restricted to certain release profiles
based on the stimuli in question. The complex
nature of the human body and the conditions which
affect it often require additional more complex
solutions than single stimuli-responsive DDS.
Multi-stimuli responsive DDS are being explored
for their ability to create more varied release
profiles, providing an improvement in tuneability
and selectivity versus single responsive systems
(96). In theory multi-responsive DDS allow for the
treatment of a wider range of complex conditions
by regulating release by one or more stimuli based
on patient needs (96).
When constructing multi-responsive DDS separate
units, each of which is responsive to a specific
stimulus, are blended together without affecting
each unit’s responsiveness. Several systems are
currently in development based on the ability of
one stimulus to act as a targeting moiety whilst
the other stimuli are responsible for producing a
response in the desired tissue.
pH is one of the most commonly used stimuli in dual
responsive DDS. The ability of these systems to be
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selective based on the targeting of the lower pH of
cancer cells makes them desirable in modern cancer
treatments (97–100). pH is often combined with a
variety of other stimuli including light, electricity
and magnetism to create a desired response in
cancerous tissues. pH and light responsive materials
are popular dual responsive DDS. Nie et al. have
demonstrated the ability of these systems to
show controlled release of the chemotherapy
agent doxorubicin hydrochloride (Figure 2) via
photothermal drug release (101). The use of a pH
responsive group ensured selectivity towards cancer
cells over healthy cells with an NIR responsive group
providing photothermal release of doxorubicin
hydrochloride in a controlled manner (101).
Dual responsive DDS which incorporate multiple
stimuli capable of creating the desired drug release
response are less common, however several
examples exist in the literature. Argouz et al. have
developed such a system with the use of sodium
alginate gel beads in a pH or magnetic drug release
system (102). In this system pH sensitive sodium
alginate is combined with methyl cellulose which
has shown to be responsive to magnetic fields.
Sodium alginate is a biodegradable, biocompatible,
non-toxic polysaccharide and can be readily
modified making it a useful tool in drug delivery
(103). It has been combined with chitosan, pectin
and gelatin for use in drug delivery with all systems
displaying a high degree of biocompatibility (103).
The resulting material has demonstrated the ability
to show controlled release of the anticancer drug
5-fluorouracil (Figure 2) over extended periods
of time (102). This system is comprised of both a
targeting stimulus and two active delivery stimuli
providing a high degree of impact when attempting
to affect cancer tissues.
Kyriakides et al. took a different approach to
multi-responsive DDS being able to generate
constructs via simultaneous electrospinning and
electrospraying, generating compartmentalised
storage of multiple drugs (104). The use of this
method provides a PCL fibre structure with a
hyaluronic acid core, allowing drugs to be loaded in
the polymer film (104). Further studies have shown
the ability to trap other spheres of drug within an
electrospun mat, allowed for delivery of multiple
drugs with differing solubilities demonstrating
various release profiles (104). A minimal immune
response was found when using pirfenidone
(Figure 2), an anti-fibrotic drug, in one of the
release compartments (104).
Multi-responsive systems are becoming more
prevalent in the literature with many systems
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demonstrating effectiveness in drug delivery,
particularly when attempting to affect cancerous
tissues. This field will continue to grow as scientists
find more ways to incorporate more stimuli into
existing systems, providing ample opportunity to
treat a variety of conditions and improve patient
care. Some examples for APIs displayed in Figure 5
and Figure 6 are highlighted in Table III.

Advancements in the field of API delivery and
controlled release have had a direct impact on
other fields of chemistry such as synthetic and
polymer chemistry, chemical engineering, materials
science, chemical biology and bioengineering (33).
Many API delivery systems exist generating a
variety of release profiles and targeting different
conditions. Conditions can now be treated at the
required site of action leading to more effective
treatments and broadening our understanding of
biological mechanisms that affect diseases. Despite
the increase of treatments and the deepening of
our understanding of API release, clinical needs
are still unmet and many challenges still remain.
Administrative demand has forced new methods
of API delivery to be formulated that protect
sensitive molecules as well as targeting deep set
regions of the body which are often unreachable
by oral delivery systems. Advances in synthetic
chemistry have allowed for the development of
new classes of therapeutic agents that aim to
address administrative demands and in tandem
with materials science, have allowed release
of APIs to occur over extended periods to treat
chronic conditions.

Future Outlook and Conclusions
Significant progress has been made in the field
of API delivery over the past sixty years and the
scope of controlled API delivery systems has
greatly increased. Many challenges still remain in
this field, such as delivering APIs to specific cells,
targeting genes and designing systems to cross
complex barriers such as the blood-brain barrier
(42). New materials are being developed aimed
at improving biocompatibility, generating new
release profiles and improving patient care (142).
Continued investment and effort in this field will
lead to the development of API delivery systems
capable of the delivery of APIs to specific tissues to
the benefit of patients and the healthcare industry.
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Table III Examples of API Formulations
API

CAS number Shown in figure number

Examples

Reference

Afatinib dimaleate

850140-72-6

Figure 5

Injection

(105)

Alprostadil

745-65-3

Figure 5

N/A

–

Apomorphine hydrochloride

41372-20-7

Figure 2

Various

(106, 107)

Atropine sulfate

5908-99-6

Figure 5

Inhaler

(108)

Auranofin

34031-32-8

Figure 5

Oral

(109)

Bimatoprost

155206-00-1

Figure 5

Implant

(110)

Bromfenac sodium

120638-55-3

Figure 5

N/A

–

Carboplatin

41575-94-4

Figure 5

Oral

(111)

Carmustine

154-93-8

Figure 2

Implant

(112)

Cisplatin

15663-27-1

Figure 2

Various

(113, 114)

Crisaborole

906673-24-3

Figure 5

N/A

–

Decitabine

2353-33-5

Figure 5

Various

(115)

Diprenorphine

14357-78-9

Figure 5

N/A

–

Dofetilide

115256-11-6

Figure 5

Oral

(116)

Edrophonium chloride

116-38-1

Figure 5

Various

(117, 118)
(Continued)
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Table III Continued
API

CAS number Shown in figure number

Examples

Reference

Ethacrynic acid

58-54-8

Figure 5

Various

(119)

Ethacrynate sodium

6500-81-8

Figure 5

Various

(103)

Fluvoxamine maleate

54739-20-7

Figure 5

Oral

(120)

Isoproterenol hydrochloride

51-30-9

Figure 6

Oral

(121)

Ivabradine hydrochloride

148849-67-6

Figure 6

Implant

(122)

Lenalidomide

191732-72-6

Figure 6

Oral

(123)

Lurasidone hydrochloride

367514-88-3

Figure 6

Oral

(124)

Miglustat

72599-27-0

Figure 6

Inhaler

(125)

Naloxone hydrochloride dihydrate

51481-60-8

Figure 6

Hydrogel

(126)

Naltrexone hydrochloride

16676-29-2

Figure 2

Various

(127)

Nilotinib

641571-10-0

Figure 6

N/A

–

Nintedanib

656247-17-5

Figure 6

Various

(128, 83)

Nitisinone

104206-65-7

Figure 6

Various

(129, 130)

Phytonadione

84-80-0

Figure 6

Various

(131)

Pirfenidone

53179-13-8

Figure 2

Various

(132, 133)

Pomalidomide

19171-19-8

Figure 6

Various

(134)

Roflumilast

162401-32-3

Figure 6

Various

(135, 136)

Silodosin

160970-54-7

Figure 6

N/A

–

Sorafenib

284461-73-0

Figure 6

Various

(137–139)

Travoprost

157283-68-6

Figure 6

Implant

(110, 140)

Trientine hydrochloride

38260-01-4

Figure 6

Oral

(141)

Venetoclax

1257044-40-8 Figure 6

N/A

–

The field of controlled delivery of APIs is
broadening with new emerging concepts such as
systems based on three-dimensional (3D) printed
technologies and gene delivery systems becoming
useable alternatives (143).
It is important that we continue to strive for a
greater understanding of the human body and
the DDS we are trying to input. We can begin to
exploit expressions exhibited by specific diseases
to improve targeting and tailor our systems to
maximise therapeutic efficiency. The field of
API delivery forms the intersection of chemistry,
materials science, medicine and bioengineering.
This has proved to be an extremely fruitful area
with wide scope for exciting future work.
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Advantages, limitations and new applications for high value powder
manufacturing techniques
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The recent upsurge of interest in manufacturing
techniques using metal powders, including additive
manufacturing (AM), metal injection moulding
(MIM) and hot isostatic pressing (HIP), has made
methods for manufacturing alloyed metal powders
especially iron-, nickel- and cobalt-based alloys,
a topic of much increased importance. Drawing
on 45 years of experience in the field, the author
reviews the range of methods available for this
purpose, their advantages and limitations and
likely fields of application.

1. Recent Developments in the
Powder Metallurgy Industry
Having spent many years working on powder
metallurgy (PM) and atomisation, it is very
heartening to see the current remarkable upsurge in
interest in the field. The ‘classical’ PM sintered parts
business did not attract much research interest in
the UK in the 1980s and 1990s, but the last twenty
years have seen first, the advent of MIM and HIP
and, more recently, AM or three-dimensional (3D)
printing (1). These have, over the last ten years or
so, led to a huge upsurge in research and industrial
investment in PM all around the world. These newer
branches of PM make quite different demands on
the metal powders that they employ. The global
volumes of powder consumed are still modest
compared to the ‘classical’ PM parts business which
accounts for ~1 Mt yr–1 of Fe powder (1), but they
have growth rates in tonnage terms of 10–40% per
annum and high powder values (typically in the
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range of €7–200 kg–1 compared with Fe powder’s
€1–2 kg–1 (2). Thus there has been a major
upsurge of investment in plants to produce such
high value powders. However, production capacity
for vacuum melted, gas atomised powders is only
around 20,000–30,000 tonne yr–1.

2. Demands of the Newer Powder
Metallurgy Technologies
The newer technologies have certain features in
common, so far as powder quality requirements are
concerned, but also some very major differences.
The MIM process (Figure 1) consists of blending
powder with plastics or waxes, injection moulding
oversize parts, removing the binder (debinding)
and then sintering the part to full density.
This requires, above all, fine powders, in order
to have the required high degree of sintering
activity to allow the green part to be sintered to
high density. Typical powders have (mass) median
particle sizes of 5–15 µm with maximum particle
sizes from 15 µm to 50 µm. The shape of the
powder is not a clear-cut demand; high tap density
is desirable to reduce shrinkage (typically ~15%)
when sintering to full density, but excessively
spherical and smooth particles can reduce ‘brown
strength’ which is the strength of the components
after debinding. Purity demands are moderate,
for example oxygen content is not critical, as
high temperature sintering allows reduction of
most oxides. Alloys include low alloy steels, a
lot of stainless steels (~50% of the market) and
some superalloys like IN718. Water atomisation is
widely used for stainless steels, but the superalloys
demand vacuum inert gas atomisation (VIGA).
The HIP process (Figure 2) consists of filling
shaped metallic containers (‘cans’) with powder,
which, after evacuation of air and sealing, are
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Fig. 1. The MIM process. Adapted from (3), CC BY-SA 4.0
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Fig. 2. The HIP process. Reprinted with permission
from (4)
hot isostatically pressed, typically at pressures of
the order of 1000–2000 bar and temperatures of
1000–1200°C.
This demands a reproducible and high tap density
to reduce shrinkage (typically ~10–15%) in
pressing and excellent sphericity and smoothness
are most desirable to assist in filling shaped cans.
Purity is vital, as no changes in oxygen content
are possible in HIP. Thus gas atomisation is almost
mandatory for this. Particle size is a secondary
consideration, although for critical aerospace
applications, fine powder, typically <53 µm, is
used to ensure no inclusions above this size are
possible. Alloys used range from stainless and tool
steels to superalloys.
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Powder
delivery
system

Fabrication
piston

Fig. 3. Selective laser sintering process. Reprinted from
(6), copyright (2018), with permission from Elsevier
The AM field is rather more varied in its demands,
as there are several major processes in use or under
very active development (5). The biggest area
now is laser sintering, which has various names,
but is shown in Figure 3. This demands powders
with excellent flow properties, to help spreading of
powder into thin layers before sintering, or more
accurately welding, the shape of the part to be
made. The oxygen content is of interest; while
some attempts have been made to use water
atomised powders (7), gas atomisation dominates
this field. A very important feature is that particle
size is tightly restricted to a range variously set as
nominally –53 + 20 µm or –45 + 15 µm. Thus the
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Fig. 4. Binder-jetting process. Copyright 3DEO, USA. Reprinted with permission

yield in this narrow size range has a major impact
on powder production costs.
There are other AM processes, which have
attracted a lot of attention in the last decade.
These use ‘MIM–grade’ powders. One is binderjetting (Figure 4), where the shape is generated
from layers of powder glued together by a binder
printed onto each layer of powder.
Another method is a variant of the very commonly
used filament deposition technology where a
filament of plastic is heated and welded onto
a base plate to build the part. In this case, the
filament of plastic is loaded with MIM-grade metal
powder to a high degree, so that the deposited part
resembles a MIM part. In both these cases, the
machine does not make finished parts, but feeds
a sintering operation where the binder or plastic
is burned out and the part sintered to high density
(with high shrinkage). The main requirement of
these processes of AM are very similar to MIM,
although ‘spreadability’ is needed for the binder
jetting process.

3. Atomisation Processes
Atomisation is the breakup of a liquid into a fine
spray. If done on a molten material, the resulting
spray commonly freezes into powder. There are
many ways to atomise metal (8), but for the
modern manufacturing methods discussed here,
the only processes widely used are water and
gas atomisation. There is also a combination of
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these methods, in ultra-high pressure (UHP) water
atomisation (7). For all atomisation techniques,
the surface tension of the alloy processed is an
important determinant of particle size and it is
generally found that if Alloy A makes particles
with size x% of Alloy B when atomising with one
technique, a similar relationship will exist for
another. Thus tin is very easy to make as 10 micron
powder, but steel is much more difficult.

3.1 Gas Atomisation
The term gas atomisation now covers a number of
different techniques. Perhaps the most important
variants are air atomisation, inert gas atomisation
(IGA) and VIGA.

3.1.1 Air Atomisation
Air atomisation is where both atomisation and
melting are carried out in air. Compressed air jets
are used to break up the molten metal and often
cooling is achieved by sucking large volumes of
cooling air through the equipment. This method
has been widely used since ~1900 to make tin,
lead, aluminium and zinc powders, but also for
some copper and copper alloys. It was used for
processing Fe-C alloys in the mid 20th century, but
is now obsolete. As would be expected, oxygen
contents of air atomised powders are relatively
high, typically in the range of 1000 ppm–1%.
Particle shapes range from irregular for Al, Zn
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to spheroidal for copper, gold and silver. Particle
sizes for Ni, Fe alloys ~50–200 µm, for Sn, Pb,
~10–30 µm.

3.1.2 Inert Gas Atomisation
IGA is where the melt is broken up by inert gas,
normally nitrogen or argon and thus protected
from oxidation. This was developed in the postWorld War II period with melting in air and used
for a very wide range of alloys, ranging from
Sn and Pb to Au, Ag, Cu, Co, Ni and Fe alloys.
The major fields of application for this technique
have been powders for thermal spraying, hard
facing, brazing, dentistry and more recently HIP,
MIM and AM. Oxygen contents can be far lower
than air-atomised powders, typically in the range
100–500 ppm, but highly alloy-dependant. Particle
shapes are typically spherical, but agglomeration
and satelliting can occur. Median particle sizes
are typically 30–200 µm for Fe, Ni, Co alloys with
the upper limit dictated by the large vessel sizes
needed to avoid splatting of still-molten larger
droplets on the walls.

3.1.3 Vacuum Inert Gas Atomisation
VIGA is where the melting and pouring of the alloy
prior to atomisation is carried out in a vacuum
chamber, to allow the production of the most
oxidation-sensitive and reactive alloys, especially
Fe-, Ni- and Co-based alloys containing Al, titanium
and rare earths. This includes ‘superalloys’ such
as IN718, maraging steels and M-Cr-Al-Y alloys.
This technique was developed from the 1950s
and 1960s when there was a push to explore the
potential benefits of rapid solidification (RS) to allow
the production of more highly alloyed superalloys
for aerospace and defence applications (1). This
proved to be a very challenging field of application
but, after several decades of development, is now
absorbing many thousands of tonnes per year of
VIGA-produced superalloy powders. This intensive
development has meant that the technology lends
itself well to producing powders for HIP, MIM and
AM. Oxygen contents in the 50–200 ppm range are
achievable. Particle shape is, again, spherical with
mis-shapes. Particle sizes are as for IGA.

3.2 Electrode Induction Gas
Atomisation
Electrode induction gas atomisation (EIGA, Figure 5)
is a ‘ceramic-free’ variant of gas atomisation
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Fig. 5. Electrode induction melting gas atomisation.
Reproduced with permission from (9). Copyright:
Carpenter Additive

where the stream of melt is not provided by a
tundish and nozzle (extremely difficult for Ti,
which attacks all possible nozzle materials) but
by drip melting an ‘electrode’ (or bar) which is
gently rotated to even out the melting process.
The profiled induction coil, typically working at
very high frequency (>50 kHz) to avoid excessive
magnetohydrodynamic forces on the melt, melts
the tip of the bar into a generally conical shape
and the resulting stream of drops of molten alloy
falls into a free-fall gas atomising nozzle.
The process is now widely used for Ti alloy
production, but suffers from the fact that the
stream’s location is poorly defined and the melt
rate rather slow, typically 10–30 kg h–1. This
leads to very high (argon) gas consumption per
kilogram of powder and also to a relatively coarse
distribution (median 40–100 micron), so yields of
fines are poor. Particle shape is fair, but with some
satelliting. Purity is excellent if the system is fully
vacuum engineered.

3.3 Plasma Atomisation
Plasma atomisation (Figure 6) is a somewhat
ambiguous term, but is generally taken to describe
the process invented by Pyrogenesis of Canada in
1995 and now widely adopted for the production
of Ti and Ti alloy powders. This ceramic-free
process consists of feeding a metal wire into the
focus of three plasma torches, which melt and
then atomise the material.
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~30 µm to 1000 µm, as the rapid quench of the
water jets allows larger particles to freeze quickly.

Titanium
spool

Plasma
torches

Vacuum
pump

Collection
chamber

Fig. 6. Plasma atomisation. Reproduced with
permission from (9). Copyright: Carpenter Additive

The process is not inexpensive as the feedstock
is high-cost Ti ‘wire’ (actually several millimetres
in diameter) and the productivity is low, typically
~10 kg h–1 but recently claimed to have been
raised to over 20 kg h–1. There is now a facility
in the USA with ten systems on one site in order
to achieve substantial production. Particle shape is
very spherical (due to the very low production rate
and modest gas flows) and purity excellent.

3.4 Water Atomisation
Water atomisation (WA) is a development of
water granulation, which goes back centuries.
Molten metal is broken up by high pressure water
sprays, typically ranging from 3–20 MPa. Melting
is performed in air and atomisation at first took
place in an air atmosphere, resulting in very
high oxygen contents for steels. Since the mid20th century, inerting of the atomising chamber
has allowed the production of huge tonnages of
Fe powder and of a wide range of alloy steels,
including stainless and tool steels. It is also widely
used for Au, Ag, Zn and Cu alloys and for some
types of Ni and Co alloys. Oxygen contents are
highly alloy-dependant ranging from 500 ppm for
some self-fluxing Ni-Cr- B-Si alloys and Cu alloys to
1% for high manganese steels. Shape is generally
somewhat irregular, but is greatly affected by alloy
composition and atomising conditions such that
apparent densities can range from as low as 20%
to ~50% of solid. Particle size for steels range from
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3.5 Ultra-High Pressure Water
Atomisation
Ultra-high pressure water atomisation (UHPWA)
as its name implies, involves the use of very
high water pressures, typically in the range of
100–200 MPa. At such pressures, the water jets are
supersonic, moving at velocities of 400–500 m s–1
and atomisation is partly due to the shockwaves
around the water jets. It is normally carried out
in an inert gas-purged atomising chamber and
allows the production of very fine steel powders
with median particle sizes around 10 µm. Oxygen
contents, due both to the high surface area of such
fine powders and to the oxidation potential of the
water, are typically in the range of 2000–5000 ppm.
Particle shape can range from somewhat irregular
to fairly spherical, allowing high tap densities of
~4.5 g ml–1 for MIM grades.

4. Major Factors in Choice of
Atomising Technique
The interaction of the demands of the different
advanced manufacturing methods of MIM, HIP
and AM; and the alloys to be processed, with the
characteristics of the major atomising techniques
described above, naturally determine the optimum
choices for powder production.
For all techniques, yield of powders of the
correct size is a vital economic factor. Thus for
MIM, the chief concern is to have a very fine
powder to promote high sintering activity. Typical
specifications call for a median size of ~10 microns
with a D90 of 20–30 microns. UHPWA can provide
such a powder with a yield of 70–80% from the
atomised powder. Gas atomisation struggles to
provide more than a 50% yield. Furthermore,
one of the main rationales of employing inert
gas atomisation, the achievement of low oxygen
content, is of less interest for many alloys,
particularly stainless steels (~50% of the market),
due to the possibility of reducing many oxides in
the sintering stage. Thus gas atomisation is most
popular for superalloys with less reducible oxides.
For HIP, which does not restrict (in many cases)
the minimum particle size, nor demand a very fine
maximum size (perhaps 100–300 microns) yields
are very high, in the range 80–98%. For AM using
lasers, which demand a tight distribution typically
with max/min ratio of 2.5–3, the breadth of the
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distribution is critical. Atomised powders generally
follow log-normal statistical distributions and can
have standard deviations from 1.8 to 2.5 or more.
The difference in yields in a 3:1 size range is very
great. For 1.8 standard deviation (theoretical,
100% efficiently screened) yield can reach 64%,
while at 2.2 standard deviation it falls to ~51%.
A further important factor is flowability. This is
affected by particle shape, which is greatly affected
by ‘satelliting’ where smaller particles adhere to
larger ones.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the effect of an
efficient anti-satellite system in gas atomisation
(10). This can greatly improve apparent density
(for example from ~3.9 g ml–1 to ~4.5 g ml–1 for
53/20 nominal powder) and make the difference
between no flow and ~13 s 50 g–1 hall flow rate.
Thus gas atomisation with efficient anti-satellite
provisions is definitely preferred for all processes
demanding good flow properties and high packing
density, which include HIP, AM and MIM. Another
feature of advanced gas (both IGA and VIGA)
atomisers is the use of heated gas which, when
applied to the same nozzle and melt flow rate,

100 µm

Fig. 7. Conventional VIGA powder with moderate
satelliting. Copyright: Atomising Systems Ltd
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reduces both gas consumption per kilogram and
median particle size with the square root of the
absolute temperature, thus greatly improving
economics and yields of fine powder (11).
The effects of alloys to be processed are also of
great importance. Already mentioned is the need for
vacuum melting of (Ni-based) superalloys, but for
Ti, which reacts with and is degraded by ceramics,
ceramic-free melting is mandatory, which has led
to the deployment of EIGA and plasma atomisation
which, despite their high capital and operating
costs and low productivity, have not been bettered
for this material.

5. Summary and Conclusions
The more recently developed processes for
advanced manufacturing using metal powder,
HIP, MIM and AM have different requirements
from the previously dominant PM process of
pressing and sintering, which is largely served by
water atomisation.
For HIP gas atomisation is used, due to the need
for clean powder surfaces, with vacuum melting for
superalloys. The use of heated gas improves costs
and anti-satellite systems can improve flow and
packing density.
For MIM, both gas and ultra-high pressure water
atomisation are used. The latter is preferred, on
economic grounds for many alloys that can be
deoxidised in sintering. For more reactive alloys,
VIGA production is used. To make the very fine
powder sizes needed, hot gas operation is very
helpful.
For AM, gas atomisation is almost exclusively
used. To improve flow properties, the use of antisatellite systems is very helpful and hot gas also
helps the economics of the process.
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